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A mini version of Tower Bridge and a brontosaurus
straddling the water were two of the more tongue-incheek suggestions put to the design team visiting
Charmouth on September 10th. Representatives from
Dorset Engineering Consultancy, the Coastal Ranger team,
and the artists, Sans facon, met with District and Parish
Councillors, adjacent businesses and over 40 locals eager to
share their thoughts and concerns regarding the
replacement footbridge over the Char river.
People spoke of the natural beauty of the landscape, the
importance of the geology of the area and the need for a
new structure that will sit comfortably within its rural
surroundings. The general consensus was that the bridge

‘Palaeontology in Charmouth’

Photo-montage by Tim Heap

be rustic, constructed of timber, appreciably wider with
passing places, extended so as to avoid the mud, and to
have an arched elevation similar to the current design.
According to Sans facon, the artists, they do not start from
a preconceived aesthetic: their approach consists of
understanding a context, from its physical and social
location to the uses and functions of the place. Rather than
parachute in ideas or recipes from somewhere else, they
aim to utilise and integrate their response ideas within the
specific quality of the location. The Velator viewing platform
they created in Devon (www.sansfacon.co.uk/vel/vel.html)
illustrates this by drawing inspiration from and responding
directly to the site and its essence. They will be working in
close collaboration with the engineers and the rest of the
team to develop a joint design.
It is hoped that the final design will be presented to the
public in the New Year and that work will begin in October
2010.
Jane Morrow
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From the Editor
“ Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate:
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour and to wait”.

editor@shoreline-charmouth.co.uk
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
In honour of the 150th anniversary of Charles
Darwin’s “On the Origin of Species” (published in
November 1859) and because of Charmouth’s unique place
in the world of fossils, we thought it only fitting to have as
our main feature this issue, a dazzling Palaeontology
Special packed with fascinating interviews with local fossil
hunters and palaeontologists and informative articles by
other Jurassic experts. Shoreline is also absolutely thrilled
to have received a letter from Britain’s best-known and
most well-loved natural history broadcaster, producer,
author and conservationist Sir David Attenborough.
We are delighted to be able to promote Charmouth’s first
Literary Festival on page 11, to be held on 17th October
2009. This event is being co-ordinated by two local writers,
Wendy Knee and Sallyann Sheridan. We would like to
congratulate Sallyann on the publication of her first novel
“If Wishes Were Horses”, a story set in Lyme Regis, and we
wish her all the very best.
Here’s to mists and mellow fruitfulness,
Jane Morrow

The Elms
At its July meeting the Council supported the
assembling of a Parish Plan. My fellow councillor, Jane
Morrow and I will be facilitating the plan’s preparation.
Parish Plans set out a vision for how the community wants
to develop, and identifies the action needed to achieve it.
Everything can be included that is relevant to the people
who live and work in the community, from employment and
playgrounds to transport and the environment. They can
include any social or economic issues. We cannot produce
the Plan; it has to be a community effort, and later in the
year we will invite people to form a steering group to kick
off and manage the process. We hope you will support us.
In the previous Shoreline we asked for suggestions for
using land next to the cemetery; non were forthcoming. We
would now like to offer it for allotments, but it would require
users to form an association to manage the site and create
the plots.
Only a nominal rent would be asked by the Council, with the
association determining the rent per plot. The Council
would have no part in the management or any other
responsibility. We are willing to help get the thing off the
ground but the users would have to manage it thereafter.
Interested? Then contact the Council at 560826.
Keith Lander

Shoreline is printed at
46, East Street, Bridport.
DT6 3LJ.
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Letters
Dear Shoreline,
What a sad day for the beautiful village of Charmouth now
we are on a 'WEBSITE'. Talk about killing the goose that
laid the golden egg. We get enough publicity now, one way
and another and how it can be good for the residents in any
way at all, I just can't see.
Yours sincerely,
Joan Aldsworth.

Dear Shoreline
You requested information regarding the “Bangs and Bumps’’
heard in the village during the last few months and indeed
years. Now some people would think that it may be the reverberations from the blasting at quarries in South Chard or
even over the bay on Portland.
But no, the explanation is as follows.
It is the footfall of the “Dinosaur’’ who only has one eye
affectionately known among palaeontologists as a “Do Ya
Think E Sorus’’.
As yet it has never been seen by a living person, however it
is rumoured that the natural history unit is considering setting up a monitoring system in the hills & valleys surrounding the village of Charmouth to capture images of this
prehistoric creature as it bounds along the cliff tops of Black
Ven & Raffeys Ledge, hopping down to Mouth Rocks, off for
a paddle perhaps, then onto Coastguard Field and beyond
to re-appear another day. Yet may its lair be found deep in
the Charmouth Forest? We are fortunate that the village
boasts an excellent producer of programs for TV, perhaps
he could be persuaded to create something similar called
“Charmouth, a Village of Fossils’’.
Should we all set up a camera in our gardens to capture a
worthwhile image of the Do Ya Think E Sorus that could be
published in the next issue of this erstwhile and venerable
publication? This could be another magical reason to visit
this World Heritage Site village as mentioned in the summer
issue of the Marks & Spencer Summer magazine ‘Great
Days Out’ as being in the top five.
‘Neil’
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Charmouth Fayre 2009
On Sunday 2nd August another wonderful afternoon
and evening was enjoyed by many visitors and locals
alike. The afternoon in particular was well attended and
people stayed to the very end to enjoy the second falconry
display.
The Falconer and his staff were really nice people who
joined in the spirit of the event by offering to go in the
parade and to do two shows when one of our acts could not
attend. For all those people who were concerned about the
absent falcon, Jonathan assures me he retrieved the bird
that same night, although it had to be late because he did
not leave the field until after 8pm when the evening events
were in full swing. It was not the best of nights weatherwise
which contributed to a lower turnout than normal.

Arabian ‘sights’ in Charmouth - photo by Cherry Davies

Charmouth Gardeners go to
Widdicombe Fair
The outings this season have been very well
supported, ending to date with a visit to
Widdicombe Fair – a first for the gardeners but definitely
worthy of a repeat visit as we all enjoyed it so much. Our
final outing is on the 18th November to Otter Nurseries by
coach, leaving at the later time of 10.00 am. Monthly
lectures start on October 14th at 7pm in the Village Hall,
after the presentation of the prizes won at the Flower
Show in August. Lectures will normally be at 2pm until
March 2010. Do come and join us.
Jean Kesterton, Chairman
WIDDICOMBE FAIR
The day dawned with little promise of good weather - it
was overcast and very misty. Nevertheless, just over 50
members of Charmouth Gardeners climbed aboard the bus
prepared for the worst! A few miles on, the mist thinned
and sunshine could be seen in the distance. An hour and
a half later we were in the charming village – lots of stalls,
lots of noise and lots of actors in beautifully made
costumes. We spent the morning looking at all the stalls
and attractions and after lunch walked downhill to the
Fairground Field to watch the various demonstrations and
races in the ring. There were sheep, cows and the
inevitable Dartmoor ponies. The fair was originally for the
purpose of selling off the surplus ponies which had been
rounded up on the moor. Widdicombe actually sits right in
the middle of the moor.
One item that did catch my eye was a 4 foot model of
Tom Pierce’s old grey mare complete with his 7 mates.
Recently found and restored, as it was pushed along, the
heads of all the men moved in different directions, with a
small dog yapping at the tail of the mare.

The afternoon dog show continues to be a success every
year. We were indeed fortunate to have the Puppetree
Company doing their superb rendition of Punch & Judy and
in between times making balloon models and collecting
funds for the Fayre. Every year we try new games and this
year was no exception with Aunt Sally; Gertie the Cow and
Wellie Wanging to name but three new games.
The Committee want to develop the Fayre every year and
are always looking for new ideas, so if you have any
suggestions why not come along to the AGM at the Elms
on 21 October, I promise you will not be coerced into
joining etc.!!
Next spring (Sunday 30 May 2010) we will do our party in
the park event again as it was such a success in 2009. We
are hoping the Yetties might be available for either the
Spring or August events. For August 2010 we already have
a magician signed up, we are also talking to the managers
of the Police Dog Demonstration Team to see if we can get
them along and are also looking into the idea of a marquee
with local producers displaying their wares.
Peter Noel

Courses in Sign
language starting
in September:
BSL levels 1 & 2

www.lymebaybsl.com
Out Of The Box
Organic Fruit &Vegetables
The only box scheme to offer you a bespoke service:
choose exactly what you want from our price list
and order as often as you like.

A most enjoyable day was had by all.
Dudley Jarvis

Tel 01297 489775

www.outoftheboxwestdorset.org
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Introducing the Local Beat Team
This is our first and
hopefully not our last
article for Shoreline.
For those of you who
have not heard who your
local beat team are, we
are PC Chris Forshaw
and PCSO Mark
PC Chris Forshaw & PCSO Mark Jones Jones.We work from
Charmouth’s local beat team
Bridport Police Station
and cover the Marshwood Vale and Netherbury Ward. Our
role is to be a visible presence in the community, to be
approachable and to help with community issues.
We aim to create contacts within the community and other
agencies so that a lot of the 'red tape' can be avoided and
action taken to resolve issues. Every six months we meet
with other partners and members of the community
,including your representative Mr Keith Lander (Charmouth
Parish Council). We discuss and set three targets for the
next six months, this is called the PACT process ( Partners
and Communities Together).
The present targets are speeding (Marshwood, Salway Ash,
Chideock and Morcombelake), fly tipping and flooding.
Some of these targets are taken away and worked upon by
our partners whilst the police ones are ours. The next
meeting is the 8th October.

We are also here to support Home watch, parish councils,
schools etc and to provide a visible presence in the area.
In fact we will have a go at anything. What we can't do, we
will usually know someone who can help. I like to think of
the community as being our boss, if you tell us there's an
issue then it's right to expect that we will have a go at
trying to tackle it, but we need to be told first as we might
never know about your concerns!
We operate a scheme called ‘Stop That Thief’, a Dorset
Police and NFU joint initiative aimed at helping prevent rural
crime (more information is available, just ask). We also
issued the speed limit stickers in Chideock that can be seen
stuck to the recycling bins. These are just a few of the
aspects of our work, unfortunately there is too much to
mention.
So, that's who we are, where we are. We can be found on
the Dorset Police Internet web site, and can be contacted
by email - marshwoodvalesnt@dorset.pnn.police.uk
or by phone - 01305 226912.
On the subject of phoning the police, the best number to
use for a non emergency is 01305 222 222, you will be
connected quickly to a station that can help answer your
query. If you see something suspicious or a crime taking
place then please ring 999.
Chris Forshaw PC 1661

The Pavey Group’s 10th Anniversary
The Pavey Group's 10th Anniversary AGM will be
celebrated on Thursday 1st October at 7.30 at the
Elms. All are welcome! It is a business meeting of course,
but there will be a little celebration afterwards.
Our winter schedule has some innovations: we are trying
an afternoon meeting for the first time. At 2pm on Thursday
15th October at the Elms, a talk entitled Charmouth
Characters will be presented by a remarkable lady of 90
plus - Mrs Evelyn Byrde. She has extremely clear recall of
distant times. Her father was Brigadier Buttenshaw DSO - a
very prominent citizen of our village over a half a century
ago.
On Thursday 5th November at 7.30 at the Elms, the
speaker is to be Ken Gollop, who is from an ancient
Charmouth family and who has the ability to enthrall ! (It's
the Dorset dialect). His subject is not clearly determined at
the moment, but he suggests that you look at the posters a
week or so before his arrival. Ken is a very well known local
historian and has been associated with The Lyme Museum
for many years. He's an excellent speaker.
The real excitement will be our Christmas Coffee morning,
with an abundance of mince pies and a Bring & Buy sale.
You'll have to contain yourselves until 10.30 Saturday
December 12th at the Elms!
We will also be present at the Charmouth Traders Fair on
the 4th December in the evening.
In the spirit of our Anniversary Year, we are 'doing a special'
as they say, with back numbers of The Village Echo. Copies
are reduced in price - it looks like this: individual
backnumbers will be £1. Then there are sets of ten issues in
nice packages with Issue numbers 1 - 10 for £5. Sets from
11 - 20 will be £8. and the numbers 21 - 30 will be £12. It
is Christmas after all.
Peter Press
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Our latest publication is a history of the Abbots House.
As many readers of the Village Echo will already know, Peter
Press's serial investigation of the Abbots House (formerly
the Queens Armes) has been revised and is now published
as a splendid 44-page history of what must surely be
Charmouth's finest building.
And what a history it is: an arch-detective story, a hunt for
hidden treasures under generations of modernisation, a
scholarly attempt to set the Abbots House in the context of
the Reformation, the Dissolution of the Monasteries, the
Civil War and, of course, the black-comic farce of the flight
through Charmouth of the man who would be (in both
senses) Charles II.
I won't spoil it for those who have not yet read Peter's
excellent account, but here are a couple of teasers: if
Stephen Limby's wife hadn't locked him up (or was it his
horses?), Charles, who was staying at the Queens Armes,
would have made an easy get-away to France; and if the
rector, Bartholomew Westley, had not been so disliked,
Charles would probably have been caught and killed in
Dorset. No Restoration? The end of Monarchy? Discuss.
A ripping yarn, indeed, well written and finely illustrated.
With only about 100 days to Christmas, an ideal stocking
present at a mere £2. All profits to go to the Pavey Group.
Michael Priestley

‘The History of the Abbots House’ is on sale at the Pavey
Room, (for opening times, please see the Village Diary in this
issue) or send your order with £2.00 for each copy to with
your name, address and phone number and we will get it to
you.
The Pavey Room, The Elms, The Street, Charmouth.

Charmouth Primary School
A new school year is now upon us and we welcomed
back 183 children to school on 7th September. Of
these 22 started in our Reception class embarking upon
their 13 year journey through school.
At this time we can look forward and speculate as to what
the next thirteen years will hold for them. Let us hope that
there are plenty of highs and things to celebrate. But, what
will the world be like in 2022 when these youngsters leave
school and enter the world of higher education and work?
What skills will they need to have to enable them to lead a
fulfilling life? These are big questions, which we need to
grapple with in schools to ensure that our children are well
prepared for this outside world that we can only speculate
over at this time. I often wonder what our lords and
masters are thinking of when the latest initiative or
directive hits my desk. Have they really thought it through
as to its impact over a number of years rather than the life
of a parliament?
There appears to be so much short termism in education
today and not enough notice paid to the latest research and
innovation. As an illustration, if a child had been
cryogenically frozen in time in their classroom of 1900, and
then be thawed out in the classroom of today they would
not be too disorientated. They would still be likely to
recognise the teacher and, apart from the modern day
furniture and equipment, they would recognise the room as
a classroom. Could the same be said if we were to do a
similar exercise in a hospital?
The only thing we can be sure of is that the world is ever
changing and a major part of education today is preparing
our children to be flexible and embrace this change rather
than shy away from it because things might be different.
For those of you with access to the internet there is a really

Bridport Car
Repair Centre
Unit 18A, Dreadnought Trading Estate

Telephone/Fax 01308 425866
Email:jmjva@talktalk.net
www.bridportcarrepaircentre.co.uk

MOT’s: classes 3,4 and 7,
cars,campers and light commercial vehicles

TYRES: budget, mid-range, high
performance, low profile inc run-flat

SERVICING: all to industry standard
(see goodgaragescheme.com)

GENERAL REPAIRS ALL CARRIED
OUT TO INDUSTRY STANDARD
£10.00 Off Your Next MOT
£10.00 Off Your Next Full Service
(on presentation of this advert)
Registered
Member

interesting film that
highlights just how
rapidly change is
going on in the world
in which we live.
Type shift happens
into Google and watch
the presentation. It is
really thought
provoking.
And so back to our
children. We have an
exciting term ahead of us with a whole range of activities
planned as well as the expected diet of Literacy and
Numeracy. For example all of our children in Year 4 are
benefiting from an initiative, which gives them a free group
music lesson each week on either a flute, clarinet or
saxophone. Our Year 5 will be experiencing basketball and
volleyball with qualified outside coaches and all of the Year
5 and 6 children have the opportunity to go on the three
day residential visit to London at the end of October.
And then there is C******** to plan for. But that is a long
way off yet …. isn’t it?
Chris Vincent Headmaster

Charmouth Natural History
Group
For our August meeting we went to Langdon Hill in
the early evening. We managed to see and hear a
peregrine, sparrowhawk, buzzard, nuthatch, raven and
green woodpecker. We also saw a Bombus Jonellus, a
bumble bee which is rather local, found on heaths and
moorland, which was a good find.
Just before getting back to the cars we heard a rustle in the
undergrowth; it was a badger walking around. Because the
wind was in our favour, we got really close - only a couple
of feet away.
Future meetings:
15 September - West Bay to see migrant birds; meet at
9.00 am.
Tues 27 Oct - Kimmeridge, near Swanage; meet at 9.00
am.
Tues 24 Nov - Seaton Marshes; meet at 9.30 am,
depending on the tides.
Tues 22 Dec - Seeing starlings, hoping they will perform
their amazing aerial acrobatics; meet at 9.00 am.
Planned meeting place: WDDC car park, Lower Sea Lane/St
Andrew's Drive, but this may need to change if it is closed
for building works. All the above depends on the weather.
If you are interested, please phone me on 01297 560255 a
few days before each meeting.
Sea watching off Charmouth during September has
produced the following sightings: Balearic Shearwater,
Manx Shearwater, Sooty Shearwater; Gannets, Common
Scoter and Leach's Storm-petrel. All these birds were on
passage.
Our group meets once a month on the 4th Tuesday, mostly
visiting local reserves and each month we try to see
different types of wildlife from birds to flowers. Any abilities
may join. Please phone if you are interested in joining us.
Kate Stapleton 01297 560255
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Charmouth Library
The library is easy to join and it’s free! All you have
to provide is one piece of identification showing your
current name and address. You can join at any age
but if you are under 16 you will need an adult to sign
for you. Having got your library card you can borrow
as many as 12 items. If the book you want isn’t in
Charmouth library, you can request it free of charge
from another library. Most library services are free,
but there are charges for hiring some items such as
CDs and DVDs.

Charmouth Librarian Hazel Vasey

As the summer fades into autumn it is the perfect
time of year to explore the treasures to be found
within Charmouth Library. The perfect opportunity to
find those books you have always been meaning to read, or
to read again those half-remembered books from childhood.
Maybe you would like to catch up on the bestsellers or find
information about a new hobby or interest. Perhaps you
have never been into the library but would like to see what
is in there?
Come with me as we step through the doors of Charmouth
Library.
We enter a light, bright, airy building, larger than you might
think from the outside. Inside the library you will find a
wide range of fiction books, both hardback and paperback
and books on all manner of subjects from abbreviations to
zoos, including a good selection of books on the geology
and history of the local area and the rest of the Jurassic
coast. You will also see, perhaps to your surprise, CDs and
DVDs available to hire. The library is for all ages and to the
left of the counter is a colourful children’s section with
books for everyone from babies to teenagers.

If you prefer digital information to printed sources
there are two computers in the library for the public
to use. One is available for up to 15 minutes at a
time to quickly check e-mails or brief information;
the other computer can be used for longer periods.
There is a large selection of information sources
available online, including the Oxford English
Dictionary, Encyclopedia Britannica, Dictionary of
National Biography and Who’s Who.
The library service really is for everyone. Perhaps you would
like to go to the library but are unable to leave home, or
find carrying materials to and from the library difficult.
Charmouth library has a volunteer who will happily collect
books or other items from the library and return them for
you bringing the library service to your door. All our
volunteers carry identity cards. If you feel this service would
be helpful to you please contact the library. Should you
suffer from any sort of visual impairment, there are library
services specially designed for your use. If you are blind or
partially-sighted you can borrow talking books free of
charge. A range of talking books on cassette and on DVD
are in stock at Charmouth and every library in Dorset.
Everyone is welcome to use the library service from the
youngest to the most senior. Library Manager Hazel Vasey
will be more than happy to welcome you and help to find
the treasures of Charmouth Library that are just for you.
Before you know it next summer will be just around the
corner.
Telephone: 01297 560640
Andrew Fisher Dorset Library Service

Advertise
in
Shoreline
Contact Sarah
560888
Prices from £10
only!
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From The White House
Before we bought the White House Hotel back in 2001,
I ran much, much bigger kitchens in large corporate
hotels and cruise ships catering for up to 700
customers every day. I was of course younger, fitter and
less bald and it was often a thrill, occasionally a nightmare,
always a challenge but never dull working in such a frenetic
environment. With the notable exception of one particular
time of year.
The few weeks up to Christmas meant just one thing.
Turkey Dinners. Hundreds and hundreds of them. From the
last week in November up to and including Christmas itself,
the one dish that was omnipresent on every menu was
Roast Bloody Turkey. Day after day after day we would peel
and roast spuds and parsnips, trim sprouts and baton
carrots, wrap chipolatas in bacon, stuff, roast and carve
turkeys until by the time Boxing Day came round the very
mention of turkey would result in involuntary twitching and
in some cases having to sit in a darkened room, rocking
gently backwards and forwards for a few hours.
No surprises to reveal that since leaving the world of
corporate catering, turkey has not featured on a Simpson
family Christmas dinner for the last ten years. Its not that I
am anti turkey per se, its just that I have often found the
meat to be a little disappointing. Working for a big
organization we would bulk purchase the birds from the
large turkey producers and maybe the fact that they were
generally found to be pretty bland and tasteless has some
bearing. Certainly a lot of shall we say the cheap “popular “
supermarket birds come from a similar source with dubious
provenance, pumped up with brine, growth hormones and
God knows what else to meet the massive once a year
demand. Invariably the price of such birds is directly
proportional to their flavour and quality and that’s before
we get on to the subject of the conditions in which they
were raised!
Turkey can of course be a very tasty bird and it is far better
to buy one from a reputable local producer, butcher or farm
shop who should know how the birds were raised, fed and
slaughtered. For a relatively small difference in price, will
get you a massive difference in the quality and flavour of
the meat, and at least you will know it has not been
hanging round in an industrial freezer unit for a couple of
months.
For me one of the biggest problems with Turkey is that it
not “designed” for roasting whole. They can be so big and
bulky that they barely fit in the average domestic oven,
leaving little or no room for anything else, not to mention
the fact that someone has to get up ridiculously early on
Christmas morning to get it in the oven so it will be ready
this side of the Queen’s Speech. Then by the time the legs
and thighs are cooked through, the breast meat is
overcooked and dry and has taken on the taste and
consistency of cardboard. Conversely, if the breasts are
cooked to perfection, the thigh meat is still a little on the
rare side, guaranteeing you more than just indigestion on
Boxing Day.
So, just how do we achieve perfectly cooked breast and leg
meat, as well as get a lie-in on Christmas day ( if the kids
are not already up at 4.30 am bouncing off the walls) and
free up oven space so that the roasties will be ready at the
same time? You could try the following method. There is a
little advanced prep involved a day or two before but that
does clear up Christmas morning for a swim in the sea and
a quick pint or two in the Oak.
Ask your butcher to bone out the turkey or you could do it
yourself if you are feeling brave, its not that difficult! You

should end up with two breasts (skin on), two legs and
thighs and the bones and giblets.
Roughly chop the carcass and giblets (though the liver is
lovely chopped into the stuffing),put them into a roasting
tray and rub a couple of ounces of tomato puree over them,
then roast for an hour or so in a hot oven until they brown
nicely, transfer them into a big pan with chopped onion,
leek, celery and a bay leaf, fill with water, bring to the boil
and simmer for a couple of hours. Strain the stock, discard
the bones and veg and reduce (poncy chef term for boil
rapidly so that the volume decreases, the flavour
concentrates and the stock starts to thicken). This will give
you a lovely gravy, no need for Bisto. You can refrigerate
this, (it will set like a jelly in the fridge) for a couple of days
or pop it in the freezer.
Where the bones were removed from the legs and thighs,
you can replace with the stuffing .Then lay a sheet of tin foil
on the table with a sheet of greaseproof on top of it on to
which you place one of the leg/thigh/stuffing combos.
Season and roll and twist fairly tightly the tin foil at either
end so that it resembles a large foil covered sausage.
Repeat with the other leg/thigh.
The breasts are done in a similar manner, though as breast
meat has very little fat you can slide a generous knob of
butter between the meat and the skin which will keep it
moist. You could also add a little chopped tarragon or
thyme for a little extra flavour. Season and then roll up in
greaseproof and foil as per the legs. These can then be
popped into the fridge a day or two before ready to be
cooked on the morning of the 25th.
It is always best to cook the legs first as they need a little
longer than the breasts. So preheat your oven to gas 5
190c / 375f and cook the legs for 25 mins per lb, the last
25 mins should be unwrapped so that they can brown a
little. The breasts can be cooked for 20 mins per lb plus 20
mins unwrapped again to brown off a bit. Remember that
any juice can be added to the gravy as there will be a lot of
flavour there. Allow to rest for a few minutes before carving.
Please note these timings are a guide, a convection oven
will cook them a lot quicker so make sure that the juices
run clear (no blood) or use a temperature probe if you have
one to ensure it is cooked. If not quite done pop it back in
the oven and have another sherry. It is Christmas after all.
Another bonus with this method is that it is a breeze to
carve with very little waste.
If enough people are interested I
would be happy to demonstrate this
a little nearer Christmas. Let me
know on 01297 560411 or email
ian@whitehousehotel.com
Ian Simpson

The Street,
Charmouth.

01297 560411
www.whitehousehotel.com
ian@whitehousehotel.com

The White House Hotel
Open to non resident diners from Tuesday to Saturday throughout
September and October
Friday and Saturday only in November and December
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Local Artist - Pamela Hollis
something that immediately appeals in
itself; other subjects I use as layers in
images, sometimes starting with a
background such as the sea. Then I
introduce a shape like an ammonite or a
poppy, change its colour, and add other
shapes, altering the colours of those. I
manipulate images to give a moody,
painterly effect that’s more artistic than
photographic,” she explains. “I’m
endlessly inspired by Golden Cap and the
beach and rock formations in Charmouth.
Many of the pictures I create are quite
meditative; almost spiritual.”
Whilst attending a conference at the UK
Wolf Conservation Trust, Pamela had the
privilege of accompanying three young
wolves on a woodland walk, then spent
time photographing them. She
sometimes features the heads of these
haunting animals in her work.
Pamela Hollis recently staged her first exhibition:
Photography – The Next Dimension at Eype Centre for
The Arts. It comprised a collection of 26 stunning
photographs and eye-catching works of manipulated digital
art with themes as wide ranging as Golden Cap on a Stormy
Day and Seagulls over the Char Estuary, to Purple Planet
and Water Lily Sunburst. She sold five on the spot and was
taken aback by the many positive comments she received.
“A lot of people were really intrigued about how I incorporate
texture into my pictures” says Pamela, for whom water lilies
are a signature image.
Pamela’s interest in photography stems from a visit to
Claude Monet’s garden at Giverny. “I’ve always liked his
paintings, but a visit to his inspiring garden – in particular
the water lily pond – really triggered my desire for
creativity. His impressionist style influenced my preference
for experimenting with colours, altering them and adding
texture to original images.”

Pamela is involved in The Arts Story: a series of art projects
that will involve local artists. It is currently being
masterminded by Seaton Visitor Centre Trust and will relate
the story of Seaton’s position on the Jurassic coast and the
landscape in workshops and exhibitions for the community
and visitors alike.
Pamela’s photographs have featured in Amateur
Photographer and the national press, as well as travel and
corporate brochures. She has also produced a series of
limited edition books packed with striking photographs, two
of which feature Charmouth shore and Golden Cap. Her
artwork may be seen in the lounge of the Fernhill Hotel and
her greetings cards are stocked at Breeze and The Dorset
Garden Party. Pamela is on the committee of the Lyme
Regis branch of Save the Children and her cards are sold at
some of their fund raising events. Fifty pence from the sale
of each card goes to Save the Children.
Email:

Born into a seafaring family in Bournemouth, Pamela spent
her formative years in Portsmouth. In 1965 she emigrated
to Australia. “I worked as a secretary for a variety of
organisations, but one which left a lasting impression was a
firm of geologists. I was lucky enough to go on a couple of
field trips with them into the bush, where the dramatic
landscape and the history of the land made a lasting
impression on me,” she says. Returning to the UK in 1986
at a time of downturn in the Australian economy, Pamela
found work in London.
After retiring, she enrolled in photographic courses in order
to brush up her techniques. Then photography “took over”
and a move to the sea proved irresistible. “When I first saw
Charmouth it was one of those days when the mist didn’t
lift, but I wasn’t put off!” smiles Pamela, who now lives in
St Andrew’s Drive.
By this time she had taken photography to another level,
turning from 35mm to a Fuji Finepix S9600 digital camera,
digitally enhanced art and Photoshop Pro. “I frequently see
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hollyphotographics@fsmail.net

Website: www.photoboxgallery.com/hollyphotographics

Lesley Dunlop

Peter Bagley - Paintings
A small studio gallery
selling original water colour paintings
by Peter Bagley.
Exhibitions throughout the year.
Visitors welcome at other times, but
please phone first 01297 560063.
AURORA
St Andrews Drive
off Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth,
Dorset, DT6 6LN

St.Andrews Parish Church
St. Andrews has enjoyed a happy
and successful summer. We have,
we hope, like many local businesses
and organisations, benefited from a
large influx of visitors. Attendances at
our 9.30am Sunday morning Services
have been in the 30 – 50 range. It has
been lovely to welcome people from
around the country and Holland, with a
chance to grow friendship over coffee
and biscuits after the Services. We
have partnered with Christchurch
(United Reformed Church) in running a
series of six special Songs of Praise
Services on Sunday evenings in a
large gazebo in the Manor Farm
Holiday Park. We have sung our hearts
out, with up to 12 favourite hymns
sung over the hour’s service! We are
currently investigating the possibility
of holding a regular monthly evening
Songs of Praise throughout the year
with the United Reformed Church.
We have had two special fund raising
events, to assist with the purchase of a new digital hymn
machine. This device can be connected into our sound
system to provide instant hymn accompaniment in case we
cannot find an organist! There are, believe it or not, several
thousand hymns stored in the machine – many of which we
would like to learn. We are considering purchasing a new
hymn book, which contains all our present collection of
hymns and many more beside.
I wrote in the last edition of Shoreline that our five yearly
inspection of the state of our building was due. This is now
received and it makes fairly depressing reading! There are
many minor repairs required over the next five years
totalling several thousand pounds. But the much bigger
problem looming over us is the state of the roof. The
estimated cost of major roof repairs (and associated work
on the tower) is in the region of £100,000. We will
therefore need to launch a major appeal to help cover this
cost in a year or two’s time, maybe by forming a new
“Friends” Group.
Finally, I would like to invite you to join us and other
churches in our Golden Cap Team, for a series of three
special discussion nights, in local pubs. As Christians, we
believe it very important to think through the application of
Friends in St.Andrew's and the village were saddened by
the news of the passing of our dear friend "Bill" Claydon
who died in July. He had been very active through his
many years living in the village, especially at the bowls
club.
It wasn't easy for Bill when his wife Pamela died suddenly
in 2002, and his home that he so much loved got too
much for him.
He was a faithful worshipper at St. Andrew's and one job
he loved to do as sidesman was put up and take down
the hymn boards.
We, who knew him well will have happy memories of "our
Bill".

our faith to current issues of our times.
We might not arrive at a single
“Christian answer” because we come
from a variety of political, social and
personal perspectives, but we feel it
valuable to engage in debate in order
to widen and deepen our
understandings. I believe we can do
this not only by listening well to the
insights of others but also by applying
biblical teaching and discerning the
mind of God as best we can. I invite
you to join 20/25 of us for these
informal evenings, ‘kicked off’ by
someone who has some professional
knowledge of the subject:
September 23rd: “Debt and Credit –
the use and abuse of money” at The
Clock pub, Chideock
October 20th: “War and Peace – the
criteria for a Just War” at The Old Inn,
Hawkchurch
November 25th: “Life and Death – the debate over
euthanasia” at The George, Charmouth
They will run from 7.30pm – 9pm. No charge, other than for
the drinks you buy at the bar!
Special Christmas Services
at St.Andrews Parish Church
Sunday 20th December, 6.30pm
Village Carol Service
Christmas Eve 24th December
Midnight Eucharist (Holy Communion)
Christmas Day 25th December, 9.30am
Christmas Family Service
We are also considering holding a Crib Service &/or
Christingle.
Look out for further information nearer the time!
Revd Stephen Skinner, Team Rector.

Two weddings at St.Andrew's
St. Andrew's Church was filled with beautiful flowers
arranged by the flower guild ladies for our first wedding and
the marriage ceremony of Matthew and Susan Hill with
family and friends there to witness the happy occasion.
The second wedding will be a village occasion for the
wedding of Jerry and Linda Bearpark and will take place on
Friday October 2nd, again with their many friends and
family attending their marriage service.
We congratulate these two couples and wish them much
happiness in their future life together.
Pauline Berridge

Send in your articles, letters, poems and news of events by
15th December for the winter issue of Shoreline.
editor@shoreline-charmouth.co.uk or the address on page 2
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Literary Page
COASTLINE- a short story
Sitting, lined-up like Russian dolls, we survey the ‘theatre’
before us. A pencil-lead line defining the seam between
water and sky, like layers in a liquorice all-sort. Within the
bay, the flat surface of the water is iridescent, a gloss of
colour displaying the opulence of a paua shell.
“I didn’t know swans swim in the sea”, Joseph quizzes.
“They don’t!” I reply emphatically, placing my faith in the
knowledge gleaned of my mature years. Saffy is pointing in
the direction of Lyme Regis. “They do!” Jonathan exclaims,
shielding his eyes from the remnants of the day’s sun. Leo
scrambles up, mimicking his elder brother. The evidence is
unequivocal, four mottled grey-brown cygnets sandwiched
between two bleached white swans, one leading the way,
one protecting the rear. Their paddling parade revealing a
serenity that belies the rapid motion of webbed feet below
the surface, just as a master of his trade can make a
difficult skill look easy.
“Swans mate for life”, Jonathan proclaims, the confidence of
a twelve-year old desperate to impart all knowledge laid
bare at his feet. “Daddy, Mummy and one, two, three, four
babies”, says Leo hesitantly. “Just like us! Joseph
concludes, chipping in with his own thoughts.
“Except Daddy isn’t here,” a subdued Saffy mumbles
scarcely audible, darting me a sidelong glance. “Come on!
Let’s go home and have some hot chocolate with
marshmallows”, I say brightly, employing my usual panacea.
In a different world entirely, the hairs on David’s cheeks
bristle in response to the humid, heavy air pushing through
the tunnel. Following sheep-like, expressionless faces, the
monotony of routine threatening to engulf them. Standing
room only, automatically grabbing the nearest prop
available to steady himself in the Tube. Each to his own,
every man for himself! Jostling, vying for the bright future
of our City!
Out of the corner of his eye a mother and father stand,
incongruous, absorbing the hyper-activity of their small
brood. Carefree expressions, laden down only with physical
baggage and pregnant with holiday expectations. They
might as well have ‘en vacances’ written across their
foreheads, David muses, sticking out as they are, like sore
thumbs during the rush-hour.
“Onwards and upwards!” David encourages himself inwardly.
Hateful expression, like one of those empty pop songs you
can’t get out of your head. Trying to suppress the tugging
image of his own four beautiful children making a new life
for themselves far away on the Charmouth Coastline.
David’s destination: the unremarkable one-bedroomed flat
in Bounds Green.
Days later, the children clamour for an evening dip in the
sea, the shiny veneer of novelty not yet worn thin. I sit
watching, my heart almost full save a pang at the loss of
our family unit. Leo absorbed nearby contemplating an
impossible pebble tower. The eldest three playing ‘chicken’,
slowly braving the coastal chill. Tentative splashes, ringing
laughter, egging each other on. My unconditional love for
them overwhelming. I envy their innocent spirits, not yet
burdened with life’s troubles.
An hour has passed. I call the children out of the water;
their vigorously shaking bodies betraying their moans of
protest. We assume our customary line-up, pressing
shoulders against each other for warmth; anticipating the
moonlight yet to come, mourning the loss of sun. “Did you
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know swans mate for life?” David’s familiar voice washes
over us, my ears crave more. The family of swans,
pandering to their audience, are giving an encore from
‘stage right’, seemingly as aware as any actors in command
of their roles.
As smooth, thin layers of sunlight smother Golden Cap like
syrup, David and I sit, ‘book-ends’ supporting our precious
family. Riveted, in thrall of the panorama spread before us.
“We made the right decision, me staying on in London for a
few weeks to tie up loose ends,” David reasons. “This is the
start of our new life now, as a family, together.”
Helen Edwards

Back to school
So, that was the summer? They say it was,
The weather, the fun and the camping of course,
The swine flu was weird and made us feel ill,
then we had a nice post card from Hurricane Bill.
The village was full of brave holiday folk
who trudged around making the best of a joke,
Their tents were all dripping with fresh fallen rain,
will they really visit that circus again?
So now we are getting back into the swing,
the school bell is ready to sound it's first ring,
It's time to put labels on children's coat pegs,
and check all the tables for wobbly legs.
Cleaning the wipe boards, new posters on walls,
Scouring the playground for rain sodden balls.
Sorting out books for the children to write in,
checking procedures to help stop them fightin’.
At last they arrive with their tired looking mums
ready for reading, writing and doing hard sums,
they hang up their coats, shed a tear for good measure
and enter the class with a look of sheer terror.
We frantically try to remember their names
was it Jason or Jacob or just plain James?
They open their desks and find lots of books,
they shrug their small shoulders and cast puzzled looks.
The Charmouth school year has started once more,
The teacher comes in through the classroom door,
' Good Morning children ' she smilingly says....
Hurrah for those memorable first few days.

Sarah Cooke
Teaching Assistant,
Charmouth Primary School

Please send us your stories and
poems to be included in the
Winter issue of Shoreline

by the 15th December.

Charmouth Literary Festival
Saturday 17th October
Welcome to a Festival of Firsts!
This is Charmouth’s inaugural literary event and the theme
is based on taking initial steps: how to start writing,
becoming more creative, the emotional and mental benefits
and finally, experiencing the reward of publishing your work.
The event is being co-ordinated by local writers Wendy
Knee and Sallyann Sheridan.
Guest speakers and established authors include:
v Dr Colin Dawes, an expert on the Jurassic Coast and
fossil history.
Anne Orchard, author of Their Cancer - Your Journey.
v Colin Ives, on writing an autobiography.
v Jennifer Grierson, poet and storyteller.
For more information about free entry to talks and family
workshops throughout the day, please contact:

Programme of Events and
Village Locations
St Andrew's Village Hall
10am-11am
Meet the authors
Wendy Knee – life coach
Sallyann Sheridan – Novelist
Anne Orchard – Self help writer
Colin Dawes – A practical insight into the Jurassic period
Colin Ives – Autobiography of a fireman
Jennifer Grierson – Poet and story teller
11am-11.30am Anne Orchard – how to self-publish
12noon-12.30pm Colin Ives – writing an
autobiography 12.30pm -1pm Jennifer Grierson- the
art storytelling
2pm-3pm Sallyann Sheridan - writing workshop
3.15pm-4pm Meet the authors, question and answer
session

Ida's Village Shop
Wendy Knee author of Never
inspirational, self-help book.
Tel: - 01297 561493
E-mail:- Wendyknee@hotmail.com

Die

Wondering,

an

Sallyann Sheridan author of If Wishes Were Horses, a
novel centered in Lyme Regis.
Tel: - 0774 8822 750
An English Brunch Lunch costing £6 can be pre-booked at the
Hensleigh Hotel in Lower Sea Lane. 01297 560830

Relaxed chat with a coffee or a pot of tea
11am-11.30am
Sallyann Sheridan
11.45am-12.30pm Wendy knee
1pm-1.45pm
Colin Dawes
2pm-2.45pm
Ann Orchard

The Library
11am-12 noon Storytelling with Jennifer Grierson
12.30pm-1.15pm
Mechanics of novel writing with
Sallyann Sheridan

The Beach

WOOF !

WOOD BURNER FUEL

11.15am-12.noon Colin Dawes, weather permitting,
leads a fun time with fossils

MORE HEAT EFFICIENCY FROM YOUR STOVE
Very dry Eco-fuel logs, high heat,
easy to light, low ash.

ECO-FUEL LOGS
KILN DRIED LOGS

Home Delivery to Charmouth

WOOD PELLETS

Quantity discounts

KINDLING

01297 34797

FIRELIGHTERS

www.woofwoodfuel.co.uk
Monkton Wyld Court

Courses for Autumn 2009
For more information contact
monktonwyldcourt@btinternet.com
Oct 7 Knit & Stitch
Oct 14 Local Lunch for Local People
Oct 14-15 Creative Coppicing
Oct 20 Looking at Parish Churches
Nov 6-8 Dowsing
Nov 11-12 Creative Coppicing
Nov 24 Furnishing & Farmyards 17 century Dorset
Nov 28 Monkton Wyld Court Winter Fair (11-4)
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Ida’s Country Corner
Sarah Cooke may be interested to
know that the last of her bears to
leave Charmouth has gone to live
in Surrey, is called Barnabus
Buckleby and will be “loved for ever
and ever and ever” by his eight year
old new owner. From skeins of wool
to pebbles in knitted jackets, Sarah’s
work is travelling worldwide and we
are very proud to sell it on her behalf,
- as we are for a staggering thirty odd crafters that live in
Charmouth – and this doesn’t include the outlying villages,
Lyme or Bridport - not to mention a little further afield.
It is surprising that the clicking of needles doesn’t drown
out the incoming tide, for Charmouth boasts an array of
talented and prolific knitters, each with their own style and
sense of colour and all have been much appreciated by
locals and visitors alike.
Debbie Peters knits tea-cosies which are quirky and
colourful – only one left, Debbie - no pressure!
Pam Ladd, perhaps better known for her Tai-Chi classes,
knits socks, gloves and baby toys and Hazel Robinson (Halo
Handworks) among her many talents, knocks out a spot-on
collection of fingerless mitts and I-phone socks. Like me,
Hazel inherited her addiction for craft from her mum and
aunts and continued making things throughout her career in
the rag trade and into retirement, although with a range of
lavender bags, papier-mache doorstops, needlepoint tape
measure covers and the most glamorous glasses cases I
have ever seen, retirement might not be the right word!
Mary Elliott knits 4 way snoods and if you don’t know what
that is, come in and try one on! Preferring sewing needles
to knitting needles, “Mag Bags” was born out of everyone
wanting a bag she’d made for her daughter. Maggie uses
unusual fabrics and their uniqueness has not gone
unnoticed. One sold before she had time to walk home ten
minutes away! Jane Townson, also makes bags using
patchwork techniques in fabulous colourways and another
Jane has a talent for decoupage, which isn’t as easy as you
might think.
Mary Swash- Brooks and her friends, Beryl and Sara, meet
up and craft together, making a variety of items from
cushions to collages. Rosemary’s candles are heaven sent
and beautifully presented; Nick & Angela turn wood; Philip
Clouts makes music and his wife’s photographs are on some
of his CD covers.
Eva also has a couple of postcards on sale which show off
her photography skills to a tee, and Faye makes beaded
and button jewellery almost as well as she makes most of
our cakes! Between them all they have made stock-taking a
far nicer thing! It is hard to tell the truth sometimes when
people ask me if I made it!

There are at least four writers with published works on sale
in Ida’s, Dr. Sue Beckers, Anne Orchard, Wendy Knee and
Sallyann Sheridan and Sallyann’s new novel which has been
nominated for The Guardian Prize is keeping me awake at
nights, she won’t tell me how it ends! Sallyann, incidentally,
holds a monthly writers club in Ida’s bookroom and uses the
space to write in occasionally. We feel very honoured.
Amongst the artists are prints and originals representing
work by Geoff Townson, Bonnie Bel , Arthur Goad, Michael
Davies, Peter Bagley and photography from Kate Stapleton,
Clare Evans trading as Heritage South West and Richard
Taylor. All have completely different styles and will be
taking a turn on the feature wall. First up is Bonnie Bel,
whose original watercolour and mixed media Tribal Art will
be on display in the main shop until the end of September.
Clare Evans will follow with her series of digital photography
which brings our coast and countryside alive, followed by
Geoff with his striking adaptations of our coastline. Details
will appear in our windows and subsequent adverts.
We once wondered whether we would find enough to stick
to our criteria of locally made and fairly traded, we needn’t
have worried.
Val Hatcher

g Ida’s Country Corner h
Arts & Crafts, Plants, bulbs & flowers
Speciality Foods, Wines & Beers
Secondhand books, prints & maps

Tea- Rooms
ef
New range of bits and pieces for crafting
– new and vintageSecond hand books, Collectable magazines,
maps, prints and paperwork bought and sold!
KNIT & STITCH CLUB STARTING SOON
Thursday afternoons 2 – 3.30’ish
Hot drink and Cake £1.00
(Providing you bring your knitting or stitching)

Proving a popular idea, you may need to book!
01297 560252

Nick Shannon
Custom Design Cabinet Making
& Restorations

Contemporary Art Gallery, Coffee bar and Artist Studio Complex.
Open Wednesday to Saturday, 10am - 3pm.

BEFFERLANDS FARM WORKSHOPS,
BERNE LANE,
CHARMOUTH
Tel 01297 560121
njs4@hotmail.co.uk
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Individual appointments to view work can be arranged.

info@artwavewest.com | 01297 489746 | www.artwavewest.com
artwavewest | morcomblake | dorset | DT6 6DY

Charmouth Christmas Fayre
Following the success of the first Charmouth
Christmas Fayre, we will he holding this year’s
event on the evening of Friday 4th December,
moving back in time from a Victorian to a Regency
theme. There will be more Christmas lights along
the street this year, more craft stalls, a raffle with
some great prizes available, a BBQ, mulled wine and
of course, carol singing. Santa has made time in his
busy schedule and will be bringing presents for the
children and there will be plenty to keep their
parents occupied as well. The businesses and shops
in The Street will be open for business so there is
plenty of opportunity to start your Christmas
shopping at the same time. The CTA hope that the
whole village will attend and make it a night to
remember.
Ian Simpson

Charmouth Traders Association
www.charmouth.org the website created by the CTA
in conjunction with the Heritage centre has been
running very successfully in its first three months. We
have had some extremely positive feedback from visitors
and businesses alike about the site and it has had over ten
thousand unique visits to it since the launch. Remember
that the site is not just a resource for tourists and visitors
but for the village as a whole. Any organisation within the
village is welcome to publicise themselves or an event they
are running through the website. Any local businesses
wishing to advertise can also contact us via the contact
page on the website or call Ian on 01297 560 411.

Santa Maria and Clare Rudolph - festive hostesses at last year’s
Christmas Fayre and Late night Shopping event

Charmouth Stores
01297 560304

Ian Simpson

Excellent choice, great value
and a friendly welcome too!
And now you can play the
lottery at Charmouth Stores

Open to 9pm every day
Why go to the supermarket?

Fortnam
Smith & Banwell
Moving home made easier!
We offer a professional, caring service, with
local knowledge
and individually tailored packages to suit all
our clients needs!

Fortnam Smith & Banwell
(Charmouth ) Ltd
2 The Arcade Charmouth
Dorset DT6 6PU

Tel: 01297 560945

Please call in to arrange your free
market valuation
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Palaeontology in Charmouth
Located in one of the most
significant earth science sites on
the planet, Charmouth was home to
a number of geologists in the 19th
and 20th centuries, including James
Harrison, who first discovered the bones
of the 'Charmouth dinosaur',
Scelidosaurus harrisoni, later named
after him; James Frederick Jackson,

who bequeathed much of his important
Dorset coast collection to the National
Museum of Wales; and Dr W D Lang,
FRS, former Keeper of Geology at the
British Museum (Natural History), who
wrote numerous academic reports on
the geology of this coastline. Amongst
the most well-known local fossil
collectors of the past were Jonas

Heritage Coast Centre
For over 20 years
The Charmouth
Heritage Coast
Centre has been
helping people
discover and
explore this stretch
of coastline
responsibly and
safely. The Lower
Lias rocks are of
international
importance because of
the spectacular fossils
they contain and it is
these fossils that draw
visitors from around
the world. You don’t
have to be an expert to find fossils here and recently some
of the most important finds have been made by amateurs.
Here at the Centre we work with professional and amateur
collectors alike to record scientifically important specimens
which have been found. Some of the most spectacular
recent fossil finds from the coast include a dragonfly wing, a
very rare shark with parts of its skin preserved and a partial
lobster.
One of our roles here is to act as intermediates between
collectors, both amateur and professional, and the
academics who study these fossils. Before I worked at the
Centre I used to work at the Natural History Museum in
London with many of the world’s leading experts. I was
surprised that the majority of specimens they were
researching or were in the collections were found by
amateurs. Most academics don’t really get the chance to go
out and collect specimens on a regular basis. It’s the efforts
and dedication of amateur and professional collectors which
unearth some of the most important fossils and save them
from being destroyed by the sea.
The Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre is an independent
charity which is staffed by two permanent and two seasonal
wardens. We couldn’t remain open without the work and
help of our dedicated friends and volunteers who assist in
the running and maintenance of the Centre. For details of
how to become a volunteer and the opportunities available,
please contact the Warden team at the Centre. We have
lots of public walks most weekends between September and
December.
For more details of special events, see page 26 or contact
the centre.
www.charmouth.org
01297 560772 info@charmouth.org
Phil Davidson
Warden, Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre
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Wiscombe; Samuel Clarke, who
discovered a new species of plesiosaur;
Barney Hansford, who exhibited his
large collection in The Street; and John
Hunter, John Hunter the younger and
his brother Isaac. This special feature
marks the bicentenary of Charles
Darwin's birth. We hope you enjoy it.
Lesley Dunlop

Vic Hunter
Vic Hunter possesses
one of the oldest
family names in
Charmouth. Isaac
Hunter was his great
great uncle. Born in
1924 at Beach View
(now Lavender Cottage),
Higher Sea Lane, he
worked as an apprentice
garage mechanic before
joining the Army. When
he returned to civilian
life he took over a fruit
and vegetable business,
then a Seaton cake
shop. In the 1950s he
bought Luttrell House
Hotel and, latterly,
operated Charmouth’s large beach car park.
Vic gained his knowledge of fossils from Pete Langham and
his late working partner Stuart Bagnoli, David Costain, and
Don and Shirley Pye. During the 1980s, he scoured the
cliffs and beach between Church Cliffs and Golden Cap, and
mentored the then-young enthusiast Andy Cowap. Vic’s
finds mainly comprised ammonites, but he discovered a
large Dapedium (Jurassic fish) at Black Ven which he now
believes is in a German collection. “I also found a big stone
bearing black marks that took two of us to lift,” recalls Vic.
“I sold it to The Lyme Regis Fossil Shop where David Costain
cleaned it to reveal the huge skull and jaw of an
ichthyosaur. It remains on display in the shop basement to
this day.” Vic’s late wife Joan also collected fossils and
found some “nice” specimens. “When I used to collect
fossils on the beach people would ask if I was a local. When
I replied that I was, they’d say I was so lucky to live in
Charmouth.”
Now 85, Vic has been told that he is probably the oldest
Charmouth-born resident. If you know of anyone else born
in Charmouth who is now retired here and who is older,
please let Shoreline know.
Vic has lived at Charside on River Way for 30 years. It was
formerly home to renowned geologist James Frederick
Jackson (1894-1966) who spent his last 15 years collecting
fossils in Charmouth, the majority of which he bequeathed
to the National Museum of Wales.

Please send all articles and adverts
to be published in the Winter issue
of Shoreline by

15th December 2009.

The Lower Lias Rocks
The clay cliffs, landslides and foreshore ledges around
Lyme Regis and Charmouth are formed from rocks of
earliest Jurassic age, between about 204 and 185
million years. At that time the super continent of Pangaea
was just breaking up and a sea extended from the south
east, across England. As the continents pulled apart, huge
basins were formed in which the Earth’s crust was subsiding,
allowing a great thickness of sediment to accumulate. Our
coast lies in one such basin, the Wessex Basin, which
extends from Kent to Dartmoor and Somerset to the English
Channel.
Life flourished in the Jurassic sea. Indeed, the diversity of
life exploded following the Triassic/Jurassic extinction event
that took place at the very start of Jurassic period. Huge
numbers of animals and plants disappeared at that time but
rapidly recovered in the early part of the Jurassic.
The oldest rocks are the Blue Lias that form the banded
cliffs either side of Lyme Regis. Above them are the Shales
with Beef that form the cliffs on the west side of Charmouth.
Above are the Black Ven Marks which, as the name suggests,
run through Black Ven and also Stonebarrow. Above them
are the Belemnite Marls that form the towering cliffs of
Stonebarrow and they, in turn, are capped by the Green
Ammonite Beds that run under the base of Golden Cap.
These are now collectively grouped as the Charmouth
Mudstone Member.
There is a pattern here; the oldest rocks are found in the
west and progressively younger rocks dip down through the
cliffs to the east. This is the same for the entire Jurassic
Coast; the oldest rocks are found in Exmouth and the
youngest form the cliffs at Old Harry Rocks near Studland.
Indeed, the Jurassic coast contains a remarkable record
through 185 million years of geological time, through the
Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods of the earth’s
ancient history. That single statement, coupled with the
extraordinary diversity of fossils and the superb range of
coastal landforms that are actively working on the coast,
form the basis for UNESCO World Heritage Site status for
this very special coast.
The abundance of fossils around Charmouth and Lyme Regis
was noticed early on and most famously through the story
of Mary Anning (1799-1847) and her family.
The first scientific account of marine reptiles, ichthyosaurs
and plesiosaurs, together with the flying reptile
Dimorphodon, are attributed to the work of Mary Anning.
Her specimens were studied by eminent scientists such as
William Buckland, Sir Henry De la Beche, and the Reverend
William Conybeare, and purchased by private collectors,
notably the third Earl of Eniskillen, Sir Philip Egerton,
Thomas Birch and Thomas Hawkins. Their collections were
subsequently acquired through sale and donation by

Charmouth Property Management
Covering West Dorset, East Devon and South Somerset
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Tel: Catherine Marchbank 01297 561637 mob: 07775 666612

museums such as the Natural History Museum and the
National Museum of Wales amongst others. Later, in the
early 1900s, collectors such as Samuel Clark and Issac
Hunter, both from Charmouth, followed in Mary Anning’s
footsteps, as did Barney Hansford and Jackson in the 1960s.
Today’s collectors can be traced back to the 1970s and
despite nearly 200 years of recorded collecting, they
continue to make discoveries that are new to science and
justify the statement in the Nomination document for World
Heritage Site status that Charmouth and Lyme Regis are
‘The richest source of Lower Jurassic reptiles, fish and
insects anywhere in the World’. This is a rapidly eroding
coastline and the fossils are at constant risk of being
destroyed by the very process that exposes them. Without
the collector’s investment of time and skill, the fossils would
simply be lost to the sea.
The World Heritage Site Management Plan recognises their
contribution. The priorities of the West Dorset Fossil
Collecting code are that the fossils should a) be recovered,
b) be accessible to the scientific community and c), should
specimens of key scientific importance be sold, museums
must have the first opportunity to acquire them. In addition,
collectors are required not to dig into the cliffs without
permission and to record their important finds at the
Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre.
The code is not perfect and the major challenge is that,
unlike the arts or archaeology, there are limited funds to
purchase specimens. The code does not seek to control or
restrict the value of specimens. For most, their value
closely reflects the time, effort and skill required to find,
rescue and prepare (clean) the specimens. A further
challenge is that many of the collectors want to see a world
class exhibition or museum dedicated to the world class
quality of the specimens that come from the site. That is a
difficult task to achieve and we are all not doing enough to
explore this possibility either to achieve it or determine that
it is not possible and therefore identify alternative solutions.
A very small minority of scientists disagree strongly with
our approach to the West Dorset coast. Their arguments
are not convincing and they offer no other form of
management other than to suggest that it should be more
restrictive. The criticism of the code and our response to it
is contained within the newsletters of the International
Subcommission on Jurassic Stratigraphy , starting with
Newsletter 33 and continuing with 34/2 and 35/2, the latter
titled ‘A very long snake.’ These are available online
(http://jurassic.earth.ox.ac.uk/newsletters) and I would
urge people to read them and make up their own minds.
The high erosion rates also mean that tourism/education
collecting is entirely sustainable on this part of the coast.
Each year thousands of people have a go and each year
there are always more fossils to find. The Centre’s role is
important; we want to
use this coast to excite
people in the natural
world and make the
geologists of the future.
Richard Edmonds
Earth Science Manager,
Jurassic Coast Team
Email:
r.edmonds
@dorsetcc.gov.uk

Email: contact@cpman.co.uk
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Andy Cowap
Andy Cowap is lauded by fellow professional fossil
hunters as “one of the finest palaeontological
preparators in the world” and, at 42, he is probably the
youngest. Born in Manchester, he searched for shapes in
rocks at three years-of-age. At five, his parents bought him
fossil books and at six he longed to visit Charmouth after
reading about ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs and seeing
“exquisite” fossils from this coastline.
A year later he achieved his dream. In Charmouth for a
week, Andy fossil hunted and spent his pocket money on a
small vertebra and ichthyosaur rib at Brian Langdon’s fossil
shop in Lyme Regis. Then he gave talks on fossils at his
junior school.
At 15, Andy’s mother returned him to Charmouth for a
week’s fossil hunting and, while on the beach, he met Vic
and Joan Hunter. “They were very generous people who
looked after me like a second son” recalls Andy, whose
subsequent two-week holiday with them turned into a twoand-a-half year stay. He paid his way by working in the
large beach car park which Vic then ran. Vic taught him
about the layers in the rocks and took him fossil hunting.
Joan was equally enthusiastic. “I’d collect pyrite ammonites
with her at 5am and then work in the car park from 8am
until it closed. After tilling the money, I’d return to the
beach with Vic.”
Andy frequently sat in the concrete cabin at the car park
entrance late at night with his and Vic’s fossil finds. He’d
clean them with a pin and scrapers before selling them on
the car park embankment. He also made evening visits to
Barney Hansford’s fossil collection on The Street and helped
Barney name different species. Andy continued his
“nomadic lifestyle”, splitting his time between his family and
Charmouth, travelling from Manchester to attend Joan’s
funeral in 1996.
Andy met his working partner, Pete Langham, on
Charmouth beach. “We became firm friends and arranged
large gatherings of fossil collectors in Lyme Regis. When
Pete sold Dinosaurland I bought many fossils. One was a
large unprepared woodstone he found at Deadman’s Tree,
Black Ven. I spent two years cleaning it with specialist pins
and scalpels and it proved to be one of the finest ammonite
and wood fossil associations in the world: beautiful calcite

ammonites of all shapes and sizes with fossilised wood from
an early monkey puzzle tree.” It is now in Ulster Museum.
One stormy day in 1985 while fossil hunting with Vic he
spotted a rock bearing the keel of an ammonite. After
hundreds of hours of careful cleaning, a stunning 11”
Asteroceras Confusum ammonite was revealed. “It was a
defining moment,” declares Andy, who strives for absolute
perfection in his work. Walking on the beach with Arnold,
his much-lamented dog, Andy has found numerous
ammonite assemblages and other important fossils which
now grace museums from Japan to America. He felt
privileged to be asked by Cardiff Museum to retrieve the
spines inside an Eoderoceras Obesum nodule which
geologist James Frederick Jackson (1894-1966) had found
on Charmouth beach. After three weeks’ painstaking work,
Andy retrieved every calcite spine. In a new endeavour, he
is sculpting six blocks containing a nautilus and belemnites
which he aims to enter for The Turner Prize in 2011.
Andy undertakes fossil preparation for London’s Natural
History Museum and museums in Japan, Canada, Germany
and France. “There is only one full-time fossil preparator in
the Natural History Museum, which is quite sad. I’d really
love to see some creative and focused youngsters coming
through,” he concludes.
Andy owns 50% of the Ideal Home-featured Fossils Direct
website (www.fossilsdirect.co.uk).
He is planning a permanent move to Charmouth.
Email: info@fossilsdirect.co.uk

fossilsdirect.co.uk
The UK's leading supplier of the
highest quality UK fossils online
The woodstone found by Pete Langham and prepared by Andy
Cowap on display at Ulster museum - one of the finest
ammonite and wood associations in the world.
Reproduced with permission of National Museums Northern
Ireland.
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Specialists in fossils from the south west of England

Pete Langham
Local self-taught
fossil hunter Pete
Langham has a
remarkable lineage.
Through his early 19th
century ancestor
Martha Litchfield he is
related to Josiah, 1st
Baron Wedgwood,
founder of the
Wedgwood pottery
dynasty. Emma,
daughter of Josiah
Wedgwood II, married
naturalist and author of
Origin of Species
Charles Darwin. “I put
my interest in
palaeontology down to
genes” remarks Pete,
who only discovered
the Darwin connection
a few years ago. He is
listed as a hereditary
baronet in Debrett’s
and his broader family
tree includes biologist
Thomas Huxley,
composer Ralph
Vaughan Williams and
politician Tony
Wedgwood Benn.
Reading-born Pete became an “addictive” fossil hunter at
the age of five when he spent the first of many holidays in
Charmouth with his parents. “My father was interested in
collecting and I got hooked straightaway,” he recalls. As a
lad he dug the family garden in search of fossils and sent
finds to the Natural History Museum for identification.
“Since then all the museums have got to know me!” he
smiles. By the time he moved to The Coach House in Berne
Lane in 1975, fossil hunting had become a passion.
Several years later Pete discovered the skull and several
cervical vertebrae of a genus of plesiosaur in the
Kimmeridge clay, subsequently named Kimmerosaurus
langhami in his honour. “It had totally different dentition to
anything previously found and represented a completely
new plesiosaur family species.” In 1984, also in Kimmeridge,
he discovered the complete pelvis and partially-complete
leg, neck, back and tail vertebrae of one of the earliest
tyrannosauroids. Now named Stokesosaurus langhami, the
find has taken 25 years to be formally ‘described’ and
published by the University of Cambridge’s Earth Sciences
Department.
Pete, who formerly owned Dinosaurland in Lyme Regis,
believes he holds the world record for the discovery of
ichthyosaurs. “I’ve found 35+ complete articulated
specimens which are now in museums in Canada, Germany,
Bristol, Cardiff and London.” He also found the rear section
of a Scelidosaurus (‘Charmouth dinosaur’). One of only
seven collected from the same cliff “horizon”, it has the
identifying bony scutes on its back, flank and tail. Another
of his noteworthy discoveries was a five-foot ichthyosaur
complete with six-inch embryo, now in Bristol City Museum.
“When I was cleaning it, a little head poked out,” says Pete.

towards Black Ven and sat on the edge of the landslip while
Pete used a hammer to split a rock apart. Nestling inside
was a large calcified ammonite. In September 2006 he met
Sir David again at the opening of the Jurassic Coast Gallery
at the Dorset County Museum and, together with his
working partner, Andy Cowap, presented him with an
engraved local fossil.
“What people don’t realise is that it can take at least two or
three years of dangerous and fruitless daily searching
before discovering anything significant. Then you’re faced
with hundreds of hours of painstaking preparation and
cleaning” explains Pete, whose workshop houses air chisels
and an air-driven sand blaster. With these specialist tools
he delicately removes the rock from his fragile finds and
also undertakes fossil preparation for others.
“When I first lived in Charmouth, three or four people
regularly patrolled the beach for fossils. Now there are
around 15 – and almost every visitor has a hammer – which
makes the search harder. But discovering a fossil that has
been encapsulated in rock for 200 million years still gives
me an amazing thrill. When I walk to the same area in
which Mary Anning hunted, I pass her grave and ask for a
bit of luck. There’s so much out there that’s completely new
to science just waiting to be discovered.”
Telephone: 01297 561252

....and a special message
from
Sir David Attenborough!
Shoreline contacted Sir David Attenborough, who has
visited and filmed on Charmouth Beach. He replied to us
with a nice remark about his visit to Chris Moore’s fossil
shop and this is what he had to say about the Charmouth
and Lyme Regis coast:

The coast of Charmouth and Lyme Regis
holds a very important place in the history of
science. It was here that fossil collecting was
turned into palaeontology - by one of Dorset's
most admirable and remarkable people, Mary
Anning and by the learned gentlemen from
London who came to visit her and examine
her discoveries... Here for the first time,
people deduced that long extinct giant
reptiles had once cruised the oceans of the
world.

In 1989 Pete was featured in the BBC documentary
television series Lost Worlds, Vanished Lives with Sir David
Attenborough. The pair walked along Charmouth beach
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Chris & Alex Moore
“Forge Fossils’ main business has always been the
preparation and supply of fossils to collectors and museums,
and preparatory work for the decorative fine art side” says
Chris, whose latest decorative example is a stunning group
of symmetrical crinoids in limestone which he has partly
reset. “I always wanted to put fossils in a different
environment; to display them as natural sculptures which,
to my mind, they are”.

Manchester-born Chris Moore runs Forge Fossils on
The Street. “A delightful shop”, remarks Sir David
Attenborough. Chris attributes his early interest in fossils
to his uncle: a professor of palaeontology who generously
supplied him with specimens and books on the subject.
Chris distinctly remembers his first family holiday in
Charmouth in 1968 when he stood at the top of Black Ven,
ten years after the largest European mudslide on record
had occurred there. During subsequent holidays with his
parents to Derbyshire and Yorkshire, he searched out fossil
shells in the Carboniferous limestone. “They were much
older, but not as dramatic as the fish, ammonites and
reptiles I knew could be found in Dorset,” he says.
Chris moved to Bridge Road, Charmouth as a young man in
the late 1970s and worked as a boat builder at Newbridge
Boats in Bridport. In his spare time he collected fossils,
preparing them in a shed in his garden. In 1991, after
selling a large number of fossil finds, he secured sufficient
funds to move into the old forge and adjacent gallery on
The Street, formerly occupied by Charmouth Pottery.
Initially, he shared the premises with fellow fossil
enthusiasts Stuart Bagnoli and David Costain. Now his 24year-old son, Alex, assists him.

Royal Oak

Winter Opening Hours
Mon-Fri 12-3pm, 6-12pm
Sat 12-12 , Sun 12-11pm

Charmouth 01297 560222

Serving Palmers Real Ales
Home Cooked Lunches,
Evening Meals & Sunday Roasts
Check out our website for music and other events
www.royaloakcharmouth.co.uk

Remember that our cliffs
are unstable and very
dangerous.
Plenty of fossils can be
found on the beach.
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Son Alex, who spends the majority of his time preparing
fossils with drills and sandblasting equipment, cites Sir
David Attenborough as his “inspiration”. Sharing his father’s
enthusiasm, he has searched for fossils in Wyoming and
Western Australia, and has recently undertaken intricate
work on a Mongolian Tarbosaurus: a tyrannosaurid
theropod dinosaur. The ancient Devonian Coccosteus
armoured fish species he found in Scotland are 380 million
years old – twice as old as fossils from the Jurassic coast.
One is now in the Black Hills Institute of Geological
Research in South Dakota; another is in the National
Museum of Nature & Science in Tokyo.
Chris has exhibited at the Arizona Mineral & Fossil Show in
Tucson since the early 1990s. He also exhibits at the
Colorado Mineral & Fossil Show in Denver and the
International Minerals & Fossils Show in Tokyo. Amongst his
work for the National Museum of Nature & Science in Tokyo
is a 3D ichthyosaur and a 30-foot by 10-foot seabed of
fossil ammonites. For the last six years he has exhibited his
fine art work at the International Art & Antiques Fair in
London’s Olympia.
Earlier this year Chris’s partner, Tracey Marler, spotted a
limb bone fragment in the ammonite pavement at
Monmouth Beach. Three months later, having secured the
required authorisation, they lifted the rock and set to work
recovering the skull and 75% of the body of a disarticulated
plesiosaur. The extremely rare find, which bore clear
evidence of ichthyosaur or plesiosaur attack, hit the
headlines.
Chris discovered a new species of ichthyosaur at Charmouth,
which has been named Leptonectes moorei in his honour. A
second ichthyosaur find, this time at Golden Cap, is another
new species. It is currently undergoing examination at the
Royal Ontario Museum in Canada. Chris admits he has
stored away a large number of “special” fossils, including
another new species of ichthyosaur, a complete fossil shark,
an eight-foot slab of crinoids and an enormous ichthyosaur
head. His dearest wish is that one day these items, and
many more, will be on permanent display in a local
purpose-built fossil museum.
Telephone: 07908 876710
Email: chris@chrismoorefossils.com
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Tony Gill
Tony Gill, owner of
Charmouth Fossils, was
born in the East Devon
village of Membury. His
family later moved to
Colyton, then Colyford,
where he still lives with his
wife Anna and their two
children. His early interest in
fossils stems from primary
school days when his parents
brought him to Charmouth.
He spent many hours
hunting for them on the
beach, armed with schoolboy
knowledge gleaned from a
friend. After leaving school
he worked as a mechanic but
subsequently decided to put
his career on hold, opting to
spend five days a week
searching for white calcite
ammonites in the old iron
ore mines in Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire.
Following a successful period fossil hunting in the north,
Tony approached Russell and Pam Phillips, who then leased
the beach car park, to discuss the practicalities of running a
fossil stall. But he also had his eye on a room below the
Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre. In 1991, he secured the
lease and began trading as Charmouth Fossils in the area
that now houses Rock Follies, undertaking his preparatory
work at home. A few years later, tenders were invited for
two adjacent rooms and Tony’s bid was accepted. He has
remained there since – ideally situated by the fossiliferous
cliffs and beach – and undertakes his preparatory work in a
room at the rear.
Tony spends much of the day during spring and summer
preparing ammonites and other fossils, many of which he
finds in central and coastal Somerset, and Charmouth. He
specialises in Asteroceras Obtusum and the smaller
Promicroceras ammonites, which he leaves in their original
rock. He also stocks ichthyosaur and plesiosaur vertebrae.
“The latter are hard to come by and don’t hang around the
shop too long” remarks Tony, who is aided by Anna and
assistant Rick Taylor. Fossil collecting is generally reserved
for the quieter autumn and winter months.
Several years ago, Tony received a phone call from a film
production company working on a documentary. They were
investigating the near-complete 11-foot ‘Charmouth
dinosaur’, Scelidosaurus, that Lyme Regis-based
palaeontologist David Sole had found on the beach below
Black Ven. Tony was filmed with David and a
palaeontological team, and his shop, which doubled as a lab
during the shoot, was used as temporary storage for the
specimen.
Tony’s most spectacular find was ‘Mary’, a 180-million-yearold 35-foot ichthyosaur, which he named after early fossil
hunter Mary Anning. The day of discovery is still vivid. “It
was Easter Sunday morning 2000; one of the busiest days
of the year. I should have been working in the shop, but I
got up very early that morning to walk on the beach as it
had rained heavily overnight. I found a large newly-fallen
nodule below Black Ven which initially looked like fossilised
wood, but when I examined it more closely I could see a
veterbra.” Tony immediately phoned Pete Langham and
Chris Moore who joined him on the beach and helped him
lift it into a wheelbarrow. Tony returned that night and

found a piece of jaw which he buried in the sand, returning
the next day to collect it. Pete and Chris also helped him to
remove two other larger nodules. “At one point the
incoming tide hit the slip and washed out hundreds of
pieces of rib, which were damaged during the fall to the
beach. They were about an inch long and the diameter of a
finger. We managed to retrieve all the vertebrae and a
number of broken rib bones” says Tony, who discovered
sections of the same specimen’s tail four or five years later.
Pete Langham prepared ‘Mary’, one of the largest
ichthyosaurs ever found. Its enormous head is now on
display in a glass case at Charmouth Fossils.
Email: tony@charmouthfossils.co.uk

Ray Jennings
Barney Hansford and
Ray Jennings were
amongst the few fossil
collectors at Charmouth
in the mid-1950s. After
years scouring the beach
at Barton-on-Sea, close to
his Lymington home, Ray
began regular commutes
to Charmouth. His first
few weeks proved
unsuccessful, so he sought
Barney’s advice. “Barney
gave me a three-inch
ammonite and took me to
his home above the Spar
Ray and his wife Peggy
shop on The Street where
in the early 1970s
ammonites were lined up
on his mantelpiece. He
also showed me his garden shed where he prepared fossils”
recalls Ray, who thereafter became a “friendly opponent.”
Ray would head for the beach immediately the tide turned,
searching at Black Ven while his wife, Peggy, collected iron
pyrite ammonites at Stonebarrow. On his “best” day, in the
late-1950s, Ray found 27 large Asteroceras Obtusum
ammonites! On another, he discovered an impressive 17½inch Asteroceras stellare ammonite in a woodstone under
Black Ven, which was later sold to a Swiss buyer at
Sotheby’s. He also found a collection of Dapedium fish with
black scales; several large vertebrae; and numerous
ammonites. Ray laid his specimens on a large bag of sand
to obviate jarring before carefully preparing them with a
Trianti chisel and small hammer.
One day, while fossil hunting at Black Ven, Ray heard a
woman’s plaintive cry from above. She had become stuck in
mud up to her knees. He managed to climb up the cliff and
retrieve her but didn’t ask her name. He remembers that
she came from Charmouth. Does anyone know who she
was?
Ray and Peggy were filmed in the early 1960s on
Charmouth beach for Southern Television’s nature series,
Kite’s Country. Oliver Kite, a regional television personality
and fly fishing celebrity watched on while Ray, in his old
deerstalker, rough trousers and heavy boots, puffed on his
pipe and searched for fossils at Black Ven. Now 83 years-ofage, he recalls his Charmouth fossiling days – which ended
in the mid-1960s – with great enthusiasm. Ray still attends
the Lyme Regis fossil festivals.
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Barney Hansford
Samuel Barnard Hansford (Barney) was born on 1st
January 1900 in Wootton Fitzpaine, the eldest child of
Samuel Hansford and his wife Isabel (née Bartlett). He first
came to Charmouth beach as a small boy to look for fossils
with his father; thereafter he fossil hunted with members of
the Hunter family. Barney found his first fossil – a large
ammonite – at eight years-of-age. Mounted and framed, it
now graces his son David’s sitting room.
Barney left school at 14 and became an apprentice
carpenter, following in his father’s footsteps. In 1916 the
family moved to Charmouth. After a period working in
Blandford, Barney returned to the village. He married Jane
Pitfield of Morecombelake and had two sons, David and
Patrick.
Barney’s first fossil ‘exhibits’ were those he placed in the
hut window in the beach car park, which he leased in 1951.
So many people asked about them that, when he leased the
beach café, he arranged fossils around the walls, giving
many away to visitors. Thousands flocked to the café, but
refreshments were incidental. Barney’s nickname, ‘The
Stone Cracker’, had become well earned.

triangular-shaped plot at the entrance to Barney’s Close,
named in his honour. Barney later moved into a flat above
the shop.
In the mid-1960s David built an exhibition centre for his
father’s ammonite collection at the rear of Spar and also
made glass cases in which to display them. Barney is
pictured on a postcard surrounded by his fossils with a large
banner above him that reads: ‘This exhibition is the lifetime
hobby of one man.’ It opened in 1968 to much acclaim and
several years on Barney added a country life exhibition,
moving into a flat above the premises. Joyce Whybrow
worked there for many summers, receiving visitors from all
over the world. Barney became a well-known figure and,
when illness forced closure in 1986, he was interviewed on
television. His wife Jane published a charming booklet on
Barney’s 69th birthday, documenting their experiences with
the exhibition.

David remembers a family holiday to Italy. “Dad asked the
taxi driver to take us to the National Museum of Rome.
When we met the curator he took out a large ammonite
from his bag for the museum’s collection. The curator was
taken aback and asked Dad to sign the VIP visitors’ book!
Every Christmas, Dad posted fossils to people he knew or to
universities, and he gave a large number of ammonites to
Bridport Museum. Two cases were made to house them and,
as a consequence, my parents were invited to the Mayor’s
parlour.”
Barney discovered a new species of fish, named Dapedius
hansfordia in recognition, and presented the Natural History
Museum with several attached vertebrae of a new species of
sea creature. He exhibited his fossils at the Geologists’
Association in London and frequently attended gatherings.
“Dad wouldn’t sell fossils; he preferred showing them or
giving them away” continues David, who also accompanied
his father to an annual fossil and mineral exhibition in
London’s King’s Road.
When Barney discovered a large fossiliferous boulder in
Charmouth, he would carve his name on it and return with
David to retrieve it in an old army Jeep, driving across the
beach. “Dad was anxious about cliff erosion and never took
fossils from the cliffs” notes David. The pair often took
specimens to Portland quarry for cutting. David can’t forget
the day Mrs Evans and her daughter were on the beach and
noticed a group of people sitting on a large stone – which
they recognised as a fossilised skull. Immediately the
people moved on, mother and daughter sat tight and sent
an urgent message for Barney’s help!
In middle age, Barney was approached by a company
seeking fossils for a television film about Mary Anning. He
willingly provided them and subsequently played her father,
complete with false side whiskers. The make-up lady
suggested he grow his own sideboards and turn himself into
a ‘character’. He took her advice and thereafter sported
whiskers and a deerstalker.
Barney lived for a while at Firlands House on The Street,
which once housed the local telephone exchange. Then he
and son David built the bungalow on the corner of The
Street and Bridge Road where the photograph
accompanying this article was taken. They also built what
was to become the original Spar shop which stood on a
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Barney Hansford before he grew his whiskers outside the
bungalow on The Street that he and son David built.

Now you’ve read the articles
about the Charmouth Fossil
Hunters, come and meet them in
person at the
Village Hall, Wesley Close
on Wednesday
10th March 2010 at 7pm.
The evening will consist of talks,
displays and short films.
More details in the next issue of Shoreline.
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Golden Cap Estate….in safe hands

Did you know that Golden Cap is the highest sea cliff
on the South Coast, it is 191 metres above sea level,
compared to Beachy Head which is only 163 metres
above sea level? The name derives from the band of
golden sandstone (technically known as greensand) that
runs horizontally across the cliffscape. The Golden Cap
estate is owned and managed by the National Trust and has
grown (through many smaller purchases) until now when it
comprises over 8 miles of coastline and occupies over 800
hectares (over 1000 if you include Hardown Hill which is
also part of the estate along with Ware cliffs) of permanent
pasture land and woodland. There are over 25 miles of
paths and bridleways that weave up and down the little
valleys.
If one includes Black Ven, it could be said that the estate
runs from Lyme Regis in the west to Eype in the east, a
distance along the coast of some 10.5km, the only gaps
being at Charmouth and at Seatown. After a short walk
from the National Trust woodland car park at Langdon Hill,
the plateau offers a reasonably level stage with views out to
sea that are simply breathtaking and on a clear day the
whole of Lyme Bay spreads before you from as far as Start
Point (South Devon) to Portland in the East. Lyme Regis
looks particularly pretty from this lofty vantage point.
Looking inland, one can spy the little village of Chideock and
closest of all is Seatown deep in a narrow valley a long way
below. The beautiful views are just one aspect of this
magical estate and the area is understandably highly
designated, the most prestigious of all being the UNESO
World Heritage Site accolade awarded in 2001.
There are many unusual animals, birds, butterflies and
flowers that inhabit the cliff tops so look out for buzzards,
kestrels and falcons, fritillary butterflies, orchids, foxgloves
and red campion. Amazingly, the areas of heathland
support all six species of UK native reptiles including the
sand lizard (Lacerta agilis) the rarest lizard in the UK. In
other words, there is a host of rare creatures that it is a joy
and a privilege to see. However this unspoiled but secluded
world has to be cared for in a gentle but professional way if
it is to be properly conserved. The National Trust’s
management aspiration is to protect the estate from
degradation but at the same time to all allow easy access to
the public for exercise, recreation and enjoyment.
Much of the undercliff is inaccessible and potentially
dangerous because of the geologically unstable landform
directly beneath the Golden cap summit. The area is rich in
Jurassic fossils and it is the constantly eroding coast that
makes this area such a magnet for collectors. Sections of
the beach can be accessed from both Charmouth and
Seatown and by some steep steps just below St Gabriel’s

but extreme caution is advised, especially if one is fossil
collecting. This absorbing hobby can often lead to people
inadvertently forgetting their own safety as the tide comes
in and rescues are not uncommon.
The National Trust wardens have a close working
relationship with their tenant farmers and have developed
‘best practice’ methods to ensure that the farms operate in
harmony with the ecology. So for example, sheep grazing
keeps the turf closely cropped so that the scrub and gorse
cannot take over. The ancient hedgerows and ancient field
boundaries are also carefully cared for so that they might
be witnessed and enjoyed by future generations as much as
we enjoy seeing them.
Golden Cap has a long history of occupation by man, there
are Middle Bronze Age bowl barrows dating from 1600BC, a
section of the Roman road from Durnovaria (Dorchester) to
Isca (Exeter) built in the late first century AD, ancient Lime
kilns and signal stations from both the Napoleonic period
and the second World War. Today, the only community of
any size is Seatown but there is also the tiny hamlet of St
Gabriels. You can see the ruins of St Gabriel's Chapel in a
corner of the fields just below the summit.
It is in this sleepy hollow that the National Trust owns and
operates five holiday cottages that are invariably fully
booked during the summer months. There is also the aptlynamed ‘Basecamp’ at the top of Stonebarrow Hill which can
accommodate up to eight people in ‘army-style’ comfort!
These facilities offer an excellent location for the exploration
of the estate but also the wider opportunity to visit more of
wonderful West Dorset. So if you have friends or relatives
who would be interested in staying in one of them, you can
get further details from the National Trust Office in
Charmouth (01297 561900 or
debbie.stork@nationaltrust.org.uk).
Possibly one of the best things about exploring the Golden
Cap estate is that you can go at any time of the year and it
is completely open to all.
Tony Flux

Shoreline is now available to view
online at www.charmouth.org.
Find this, and all previous issues in
colour on the CTA’s village website!
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The Charmouth
Society

The Royal British Legion
Women's Section

Charmouth has a variety of societies and
organisations to cater for the wide range of interests
and hobbies of the residents. The Charmouth Society is
slightly different, because it's aims and objectives are to
preserve and improve the amenities of the village and to
stimulate local interest. Our meetings, for which there is
no fee to attend, usually have a speaker on a topic of
general or local interest, followed, where appropriate, by a
brief discussion on local issues. We consider planning and
development matters and, if warranted, action is taken to
represent the views of members.

Ladies! Why not join the Charmouth Branch of the
Royal British Legion Women's Section? This is open to
any female of the species, irrespective of personal
connection with the Services.

A newsletter is circulated regularly. We meet at 7.30pm in
the Village Hall, Wesley Close, Charmouth on the 3rd
Wednesday in January, March, May, September, and
November.
Our next meeting is on 18th November and our
speaker is Capt. E.C. Atkinson RN (Ret'd). His talk is
entitled: The Influence of West Country Admirals on
History. Do test us out and come to this talk - with no
obligation to join the Society. Annual subscriptions are
£5.50 for family membership and £3 for a single member.
For more information please contact
The Chairman: Tony Johnstone on 560052,
The Secretary: Julie Renfrew on 560553,
or The Treasurer: Ken Davies on 560383.

A Diagnosis of Cancer
A diagnosis of cancer can be a devastating and
frightening experience with many competing
emotions. It can be difficult at this time to know which way
to turn for support both physically, mentally, emotionally
and spiritually.
A strong support network can be especially beneficial to
cancer patients, and to their friends and families, at what
can be a time of great vulnerability. A Support Group can
form an invaluable part of that network.
AXCIS (Axminster Cancer Awareness and Support) is a
Support Group for adults in East Devon, West Dorset and
South Somerset living with the effects of cancer, as well as
their carers, friends and families.
Working alongside medical cancer treatments, AXCIS aims
to offer support to people with cancer and their carers,
encouraging self-empowerment by supporting the individual
to find their own way forward, however that may be.
Curently based at the Awareness Centre in Axminster and
run by volunteers, our team includes complementary
therapists, people who have worked in hospices, been
carers or have been through cancer themselves
We provide a free weekly Drop-in Session from 10.30 to
12.30 every Wednesday morning, where people can access
information and support in an informal, friendly and caring
environment. People can pop in for a cuppa, share
information, access the internet and the Centre's extensive
Resource Library, or just have a chat with fellow patients,
carers and volunteers. Healing, and hand and foot massage
with trained volunteers is available at each session for those
that want it, as is confidential one-to-one listening support.
For more information, and up to date times and locations,
visit www.axcis.org.uk, or pick up a leaflet at your GP
surgery or the Awareness Centre.
Anne Orchard Director and Life Coach
Email:anne@familiesfacingcancer.org
Web:www.familiesfacingcancer.org
Phone: 0844 35 77 959
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The Legion exists to support all Services and Ex-Servicemen
and Women. The Women's Section helps their widows and
families and, to this end, we hold a number of fund-raising
events during the year. We welcome anyone prepared to
help.
We are a sociable bunch who meet on the 1st Wednesday of
each month at The Elms from 2.30 pm - usually with an
interesting speaker. We also interconnect with neighbouring
branches and organise the occasional outing. Do come and
bring us some new ideas! You are welcome to attend any
meeting.
Coming Events:
Wed 2 Oct - Branch AGM - 2.30 pm at The Elms
Sat 31 Oct - Poppy Appeal Coffee Morning with Stalls 10.00 am at Village Hall
Wed 4 Nov - Branch meeting with speaker - 2.30 pm at
The Elms
Sat 7 Nov - Poppy street collection and mile of pennies
Sun 8 Nov - Remembrance Service and Parade, starting at
the War Memorial at 10.40 am
Wed 2 Dec - Branch Christmas Party - 2.30 at The Elms
Do join us!
Pat Stapleton, Hon Sec, 01297 560255

Clean and Lean
Aloe vera based
weight loss program
for more information on natural,
healthy and permanent weight loss
contact
Julie Leah on 01297 561633
e.mail Julie.leah@soaringteam.com
or visit
www.time4aloe.myflpbiz.com

Subscriptions
To have your copy of Shoreline delivered to your door
for one year, please fill in the form below and send it
with a cheque or P.O order of £5 to:

SUBSCRIPTIONS, The Moorings,
Higher Sea Lane, Charmouth, DT6 6BD
Name............................................................
Address.........................................................
......................................................................
.....................................................................
......................................................................
Telephone......................................................

Mary Davis’s Diaries
THE 1970s was a
decade of hot
pants and power
cuts, disco music
and droughts. And
in the village of
Charmouth, a lot
more was going on,
as Mary Davis
remembers in her
60-year diaries.

Mary and family
1977

Jan 1st, 1969 My husband Mike started selling tickets for
the Annual Village Supper in our chemist shop. He has
almost sold out the day after release...220 tickets. I spent
the evening cutting out and sewing up the cow costume for
the village supper pantomime. John Owen and I made the
cow’s head.
Jan 9th, 1969 Village Supper Pantomime
“George Forsington”, was played by our milk man George
Forsey. He owned “Clarabelle” the cow who produced
amazing milk which had a rejuvenating effect on the cast.
“Clarabelle” was played by Phillip and Jimmy Forsey (sons of
George). The biggest laugh of the evening was when the
rear end of the cow “lost contact” and fell off the stage!
April 12th, 1971 Prepared for the Easter Disco in the W.I.
(Village) Hall. Our Badminton club raised £20 to help
toward a Scout Hut for the Charmouth troup. Eileen and
Ken Milton of the Royal Oak ran the bar and “Dr. Psycho”
provided the music. I wore a white blouse and hot pants.

January 11th, 1974 The highest and lowest tides for 300
years due to the pull on Venus and Jupiter. Gales of 100
mph. It was the stormiest and rainiest week I have ever
seen.
Ivy and Arthur Boughton started their Post Office business
at their Antique shop (now Devonedge Hairdressers). Hence
the position of the pillar box.
January 16th, 1974 Still stormy. Fishermen’s huts blown
over. (These were on the overflow car park at right angles
to our new blue beach huts).
February 9th, 1974 More very high tides. The worst floods
in Charmouth in living memory. All beach seats and
fishermen’s huts now broken.
September 2nd-3rd, 1974 Beach huts on lower platform
blown down. They fell like dominoes
November 9th, 1973 We went to Plymouth to Westward
Studios with members of The George Hotel to support the
team partaking in the TVs quiz “The Inn Game”. The team
included: Colin Thornton, Teresa Conerney, Mike Davis,
Gwen Oxenbury, and Chris Greenwood. We won several
rounds against other teams in the west, and finally lost on
March 6th 1974 in the semi-finals
August 24th, 1975 Mike and I took the children to the
beach and cliffs to take photos with our new camera. The
children had a free go on the swing boats, by the beach
river bridge. We walked home via the east side of the river
bank (which comes out at Kingfishers at the bottom of
Stone barrow hill - now impassable )
More from Mary
in the winter
issue of Shoreline.

Snow in Charmouth
1978

01297 560280
---------- ---------SUNDAY LUNCH CARVERY
NOW SERVED
FROM 12 NOON
------------------ALSO
BOOKINGS TAKEN FOR
CHRISTMAS PARTY CARVERY
DECEMBER EVENINGS
FROM £12.95 (2 COURSES)
POP IN OR CALL FOR A MENU

Piano Lessons
Classical, Modern and
easy Jazz piano.

Learn pieces you always
wanted to play!

Prepare for ABRSM
practical exams
For Further information
please call Sarah Smith

Tel: Charmouth
(01297) 561550

ABRSM Grade 8 Piano
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Willing Helpers
Help to assist the Youth Leader of the Junior
Youth Club every Tuesday from 6.30 to 8.30.
There are over 30 juniors enrolled so your
support would be greatly appreciated.
Contact Ken Darling 561004

CHARMOUTH FAYRE NEEDS YOUR
OCCASIONAL HELP
We have a really good committee and hasten to add that we are
not looking for people to attend committee meetings or spend a lot
of time helping us.
We would like a few volunteers who, on occasion, we can ring and
ask to do a specific job for us. It maybe making something; it could
be investigating an idea to see if it will work; it could be a request
to paint a particular stall or any other idea that springs to mind.
You would report back to a committee member and would not have
to attend any meetings unless you wanted to.

Davina Pennels
(01297 560965)

Craft Chaos!
Except in the summer months, with anticipated sunshine
and grandchildren’s visits, my kitchen is a craft factory.
Dozens of lavender sachets, piles of children’s knits and
lap rugs, bags of needle-cases, draught excluders, door
plaques, covered hangers and myriad other items, handcrafted by our once-weekly craft group, accumulate
slowly and are sold in aid of the Weldmar Hospicecare
Trust.
Unfortunately, the original builders of our house did not
have the foresight to realise that it would become a craft
factory in the 21st Century, or they would have included
at least triple the storage space; not just for the finished
items, but for all the myriad types of craft materials we
need to manufacture them.
More storage is especially necessary as the crafting
group have decided to increase the scope of their
activities to include Little Dresses for Africa (more details
This new effort
on www.littledressesforafrica.org).
necessitates gathering light cotton or cotton/polyester
fabrics, bias binding, thread and elastic to make the
dresses. So where are these going to go – under the
beds, on top of the wardrobe, behind the sofa? Sadly,
these are already spilling over, hence our plea: has
anyone in Charmouth easily accessible, dry storage space
they could offer?
Despite our storage problems, the group would still be
grateful for more fabrics etc and, of course, we have
copies of the instructions if anyone feels like setting up
their own factory to make these simple little dresses
which do so much good – and which happen to be rather
fun to make, or I doubt we’d be so enthusiastic!
If you would like to make some dresses, can contribute
fabrics or can offer storage space, please contact Hazel
on 561214, hazelrosery@aol.com.
Our next craft sale in aid of the Hospice will be on
Wednesday, 4th November – well in time to buy some
inexpensive Christmas gifts with a difference. Please
see the Shoreline Diary for details and PLEASE COME!

Need helpers for your organisation?
Contact Shoreline to post an advert.
editor@shoreline-charmouth.co.uk or the address on pg 2
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We could also do with a list of people who are prepared to help run
a stall, go in the parade, or assist over the weekend and on the
Monday. We are not looking for an all day commitment, just whatever time you can spare. The Fayre is always on the first Sunday in
August. It is a great village event enjoyed by visitors and locals
alike, so why not come along and help.
Whatever time you can spare, we can use!!!

Charmouth Fayre AGM
Wednesday 21st October 7.30 pm
The Elms
Peter Noel 560078
All welcome!

Friends of Charmouth Heritage
Coast Centre
The Heritage Coast Centre was created nearly 25 years
ago by a group of local people to provide information for
visitors and since then it has relied on volunteers, now
known as “The Friends of Charmouth Heritage Coast
Centre”, to enable it to expand and develop.
At the moment it is more popular than ever - 115 School
parties have already booked to visit during the year– and
to help the Wardens operate the Centre more local support
is essential.
If you are able to give some time (knowledge or
experience is not necessary) please use it to help this
interesting and important facility. A time suitable to you
can be arranged and it does not have to be regular – an
occasional morning or afternoon would be very helpful.
To volunteer, obtain more information or have a trial,
please contact the Senior Warden, Meirel, at the Centre
(560772).

Bopper Bus
...seeks adult helpers to accompany children to
Bridport Leisure Centre on Friday evenings during
term time. (Subject to CRB check)
Children over 8 years old are picked up by bus from
Charmouth Car Park at 4.45 and returned at 8pm.
Volunteers accompany children on the bus and monitor
them at the leisure centre where the children participate in
a range of sporting activities and swimming.
A rota system requires a commitment of 3 sessions per
term. Article to follow in the Winter issue of Shoreline.
Please contact Kate Geraghty on 01297 489422 or
Melanie Harvey on 01297 560393

Charmouth Lawn Tennis Club
Charmouth Lawn Tennis Club held their second junior
tournament on August 28th 2009.
Great fun was had by all, with Jay Kindred scoring the
highest overall points. Many players were much improved
from last year’s tournament and spectators enjoyed many
fine rallies and shot skill play. Only one young lady (Lara
Sikka) faced up to the boys, so come on girls, you are
definitely needed next year!
Charmouth Lawn Tennis Club has four courts (two courts
with new surfaces) and although membership for both
juniors and seniors has steadily increased over the past few
years we welcome new members, especially those who
enjoy competitive play.

YOUTH CLUB NEWS
The Junior Youth Club has moved to
Tuesday nights from 6.30 to 8.30
and will be led by Ken Darling.

We are happy to be part of the ‘Community Amateur Sports
Club Association’ and offer a healthy lifestyle sport to
Charmouth residents and the wider community, so please
don’t hesitate to enquire, whether you enjoy a social game
or more competitive play.
For details on membership fees please contact the club
secretary on 01297 560251.
Pauline Bonner

Huge thanks go to Toni Green and Louise Thresher
who were the joint leaders for two years,
commendably building membership up to over 30
juniors.
Additional help with activities is always needed, so
please contact Ken at 561004 if you are interested.
Regarding the jamming sessions for the Seniors several local musicians have voiced an interest in
leading these - now it's up to the young rockers of
the village to sign up!
Call Jane Morrow 560329 or Colin Pring 561471
for more details.

01297 561362

P.E.
P.E 07970 292472
CROSBY
CROSBY

Renovators, Builders, Plasterers and Decorators.
Extensions, Alterations, Refurbishments,

TABLE TENNIS
St Andrews Community Hall
Lower Sea Lane
Would you like to participate in this
popular sport which looks to be up for
revival in the lead up to the
2012 Olympics?
If you are interested in playing
(any level)
Or would like to organise a
Table Tennis Club
Please contact
Linda Crawford (Secretary)
Telephone: 0798 1351 3062

Loft Conversions, General Building and
Construction.

Book an Event at one of our Community Halls
Charmouth Community Hall, Lower Sea Lane

560572

Charmouth Village Hall, Wesley Close

560223

The Elms, The Street

560826

Youth Club Hall, Wesley Close

561004

Please remember to use the ‘events diary’ in the
Post Office when booking your event so that
others can see when the halls are being used.
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What’s on this Autumn?
Saturday 3rd October

Sunday 11th October
9.30am

Saturday 17th October
10.00am - 4.00pm

Harvest Service

Charmouth Literary Festival
2009
St Andrew's Village Hall
and other locations
see page ????

.
Weekend 17th & 18th
October

Fossil Fantastic day
Heritage Coast centre
Please phone to book and to
find out more information

followed by Harvest Lunch
(12.30 for 1pm.)
The Village Hall

Fossil Fantastic Weekend
Heritage Coast Centre
Please phone to book and to
find out more information

Phil or Meirel 560772
Tickets £6. All are welcome

Wendy Knee 561493
S. Sheridan 0774 8822 750

Phil or Meirel 560772

Pauline Berridge 560957

Saturday 17th October
7.30 p.m.

Tuesday 27th October
12.30pm

Wednesday 4th November
10.00 to 12.30 & 2.00 to 4.00

Illustrated talks by Rob Curtis
'Inn Signs and Dorset Pub
Stories' followed by
'17th & 18th century smuggling
operation’

Soup and Sweet Lunch

Crafts for Christmas

The Village Hall

Star House, The Street.
(back right of Nisa store)

Saturday 7th November
Fossil Fantastic day

Village Hall
(Tickets available from the
Chemist)

Heritage Coast centre

Tickets £5. All are welcome.
Pauline Berridge 560957

Hazel Robinson
Joanne Brown

561214
560044

Please phone to book and to
find out more information
Phil or Meirel 560772

Ann Macnair 560611
Sun 8 November
10.40 am
Remembrance Service
and Parade
starting at the War Memorial

13th & 14th Novenber
Charmouth Companions
"The Good Old Days of
Old Time Music Hall”
2 course meal and an evening
of entertainment

Saturday 14th November
10.30 am
Leukaemia Research Fund
Annual Coffee Morning
with Mince Pies

Sunday 22nd November
Charmouth Twinning
Association
Showing of ‘Mamma Mia’
Venue and Time T.B.C

Charmouth Village Hall
Pat Stapleton 560255

Tickets from Fortnam Smith
& Banwell
and the Royal Oak

Anne Macnair 560611

Look out for notices.
Everyone welcome.
Contact: 01297 560251

Or call 07900 500 872

Fri 27th – Sun 29th November
10.30am – 4.30pm

Friday 4th December
The Evening

Saturday, 5th December
12 noon

Charmouth Christmas Fayre

Weldmar Hospicecare Trust
Carols, Cheers and Cheese

Weekend 5th & 6th December
Rocks and Fossils Weekend

Jurassic Art Exhibition

Heritage Coast Centre

Late night shopping
Charmouth Village Hall

Heritage Coast Centre.
Ian Simpson 560411

Please phone to book and to
find out more information

Jan Johnstone 560052

Phil or Meirel 560772

Phil or Meirel 560772

Thursday 17th December
7.00pm

Sunday 20th December
6.30pm

Candlelit Carol Service

Village Carol Service

United Reformed Church

St Andrew’s Parish Church

Rev Ian Kirby 631117
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Christmas Day
25th December
9.30am

Christmas Day
25th December
11.00

Christmas Family Service

Christmas Day Swim

St Andrews Parish Church

The Beach

Rev Stephen Skinner 560409

Fancy Dress optional,
in aid of R.N.L.I.

Rev Stephen Skinner 560409

Village Diary
Sun 2.00-5.30pm

Bowls Club

Recreation Ground,
Barr’s Lane

Bob Just 560557
June Rebbick 560860

Mon 9.00 to 11.00 or
by special arrangement

Pavey Group
(village history)

The Elms,
The Street.

Peter Press 561270

3rd Mon each month
2.15-4.15/4.30

Golden Cap Flower
Club

Charmouth Village Hall,
Wesley Close

Lillian Bagnall 443335

Mon 4.30-6.00
(term-time only)

Charmouth Brownies
(ages 7-10)

Charmouth Community Hall,
Lower Sea Lane

Caroline Davis 560207

Mon 6.30-8.00
(term-time only)

Charmouth Cubs
(ages 8-11)

The Scout Hut,
Barr’s Lane

Toni Green 560778

Mon 8.00-10.00

Charmouth Badminton Club
(experience required)

Charmouth Community Hall,
Lower Sea Lane

Trish Evans 442136

Tues 9.00-noon or
by special arrangement

Pavey Group
(village history)

The Elms,
The Street

Peter Press 561270

Tues 10.00-12.30
(term-time only)

Monkton Wyld Treewise
sessions (under 5s)

Monkton Wyld Court

Caroline Walker 560342

Tues 2.00-5.30

Bowls Club

Recreation Ground,
Barr’s Lane

Bob Just 560557
June Rebbick 560860

Tues 6.30 – 8.30 pm

Junior Youth Club
(ages 8-11)

Youth Club Hall,
Wesley Close

Ken Darling 561004

Charmouth Badminton
(social, began 15 Sept)

Charmouth Community Hall
Lower Sea Lane

Pauline Bonner 560251

2nd & 4th Tues each month
Coffee Morning
10-noon

United Reformed Church,
The Street

Rev Ian Kirby 631117

3rd Tues each month
7.30pm

Parish Council Meeting

The Elms,
The Street

Lisa Tuck 560826

4th Tues each month

Charmouth Natural History
Group

Weds 10.00-noon
(term-time only)

Charmouth Cherubs

Charmouth Village Hall,
Wesley Close

Kate Bonner 561603

Weds 10.00-1230
(term-time only)

Monkton Wyld Kindergarten
(age 3+)

Monkton Wyld Court

Caroline Walker 560342

1st Weds each month
2.30pm

The British Legion
(Women’s Section)

The Elms, The Street

Pat Stapleton 560255

Weds 7.00-8.45pm
(term-time only)

Girl Guides
(ages 10 onwards)

Thurs 10.00-12.30

Monkton Wyld
Kindergarten(age 3+)

Monkton Wyld Court

Caroline Walker 560342

Thurs 2.00-5.30

Bowls Club

Recreation Ground,
Barr’s Lane

Bob Just 560557
June Rebbick 560860

Thurs 7.00pm- 10.30

Bridge Club (partners can be Wood Farm
provided)
(opposite swimming pool)

2nd Thurs each month
2.15-4.00

WI Meetings

Charmouth Village Hall,
Wesley Close

Pam Berry 561656

Thurs 7.00-9.00pm or
by special arrangement

Pavey Group
(village history)

The Elms,
The Street

Peter Press 561270

3rd Fri each month
7.30pm (eyes down)

Bingo (fund raising for
Community Hall)

Charmouth Community Hall,
Lower Sea Lane

Linda Crawford
0781 351 3062

Fri 10.00-12.30
(term-time only)

Monkton Wyld Treewise
sessions (under 5s)

Monkton Wyld Court

Caroline Walker 560342

Friday
4.45 – 8 pm

Bopper Bus

Bridport leisure Centre
Drop off /pick up WDDC Car park

Kate Geraghty 489422
Melanie Harvey 560393

Fri 7.15-9.00pm
(term-time only)

Scouts
(ages 11-14)

The Scout Hut,
Barr’s Lane

Trev Jarvis 07702 408455

Tues 7.00-late

For information and venues call Kate Stapleton 560255

for info call Davina Pennels 560965

Vincent Pielesz 560738

To alter any details in the Village Diary or advertise your Charmouth event,
contact Lesley Dunlop
lesley@shoreline-charmouth.co.uk
01297 561644
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Local Contacts
Name/Description
COUNCILS
Charmouth Parish
West Dorset District
Dorset County
COUNCILLORS
Charmouth Parish
West Dorset District
Dorset County
LOCAL M.P
CHEMISTS

DENTISTS

DOCTORS

HOSPITALS
EMERGENCIES
EMERGENCY

POLICE

FIRE and RESCUE
POST OFFICES

SCHOOLS

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
SWIM / LEISURE

LIBRARIES

CINEMAS

THEATRES

WEBSITES
www.dorsetforyou.c
www.saynoto0870

Contact details

Phone

Mrs L Tuck, The Elms, St Andrews Drive, Charmouth
Beach Superintendent, Heritage Coast Centre
Stratton House Dorchester - All Services
Emergencies - Out of Hours
County Hall Dorchester - All Services

01297
01297
01305
01305
01305

Mr M Hayter - Chairman
Mr D Newson
Col G J Brierley OBE
Oliver Letwin House of Commons London, SW1A 0AA
F G Lock, The Street, Charmouth
Boots The Chemists, 45 Broad Street, Lyme Regis
Lloyds Pharmacy, Lyme Community Care Centre, Uplyme Road, Lyme Regis
The Lyme Practice, The Elms Medical Centre, The Sreet, Charmouth
Kent House Dental Care, Silver Street, Lyme Regis
Lyme Bay Dentistry, Temple House, Broad Street, Lyme Regis
M R Symes, 41 Silver Street, Lyme Regis
Dorset Dental Helpline
Dental Emergencies - Out of Hours
Drs Beckers, Littlehurst Surgery, The Street, Charmouth
The Lyme Practice, The Elms Medical Centre, The Street, Charmouth
The Lyme Practice, Lyme Community Medical Centre, Uplyme Road, Lyme Regis
Lyme Community PMS, Lyme Community Care Centre, Uplyme Road, Lyme Regis
Lyme Bay Medical Practice, Kent House, Silver Street, Lyme Regis
NHS Direct 24-Hour Healthcare Advice and Information Line
Dorset GP Service - Out of Hours Emergency Service
Bridport Community Hospital, Hospital Lane, Bridport
Dorset County Hospital, Williams Avenue, Dorchester
Police Fire Ambulance Coastguard
Gas
Electricity
Water
Floodline
Pollution
Local Police Officers - Chris Forshaw and Mark Jones (Community Police issues)
Non Urgent call number for reporting incidents / enquiries
Bridport Police Station, Tannery Road
Axminster Police Station, Lyme Close
West Dorset Fire and Rescue Service - Group Manager
1 The Arcade, Charmouth
37 Broad Street, Lyme Regis
25 West Street, Bridport
Charmouth County Primary, Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
St Michael's C of E, V A Primary, Kingsway, Lyme Regis
The Woodroffe School, Uplyme Road, Lyme Regis
The Sir John Colfox School, Ridgeway, Bridport
Colyton Grammar School, Whitwell Lane, Colyford
National Rail Enquiries - Information on Timetables Tickets and Train Running Times
National Travel line - Information on Bus and Bus/Rail Timetables and Tickets
Bridport Leisure Centre, Skilling Hill Road, Bridport
Flamingo Pool, Lyme Road, Axminster
Newlands Holiday Park, Charmouth
Charmouth, The Street
Lyme Regis, Silver Sreet
Bridport, South Street
Axminster, South Street
Regent, Broad Street, Lyme Regis
Electric Palace, South Street, Bridport
Radway, Radway Place, Sidmouth
Marine Theatre, Church Street, Lyme Regis
Arts Centre, South Street, Bridport
Guildhall, West Street, Axminster
Manor Pavilion, Manor Road, Sidmouth
Dorset's portal for County/District/Town/Parish Councils and other Agencies
Cheaper equivalent geographical phone numbers (ie those beginning with 01... or 02...)

560826
560626
251010
250365
251000

01297 560896
01297 560855
01297 560660
02072 193000
01297 560261
01297 442026
01297 442981
01297 561068
01297 443442
01297 442907
01297 442846
01202 854443
08457 010401
01297 560872
01297 561068
01297 442254
01297 445777
01297 443399
0845 4647
08456 001013
01308 422371
01305 251150
999 or 112
0800 111999
0800 365900
08456 004600
08459 881188
0800 807060
01305 226912
01305 222 222
01308 422266
08452 777444
01305 252600
01297 560563
01297 442836
01308 422667
01297 560591
01297 442623
01297 442232
01308 422291
01297 552327
08457 484950
08706 082608
01308 427464
01297 35800
01297 560259
01297 560640
01297 443151
01308 422778
01297 32693
01297 442053
01308 426336
08712 30200
01297 442394
01308 424204
01297 33595
01395 514413

